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the overall objective of the efd initiative is to support poverty 
alleviation and sustainable development through the increased use of 
environmental economics in the policy making process. the efd initiative 
is a capacity building program in environmental economics, focusing 
on research, policy advice, and teaching in central america, china, 
ethiopia, kenya, south africa, and tanzania.
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the environment for development initiative received its 

name from our conviction that with proper management the 

environment can be seen as a source of development and 

not as a constraint. 

our mission is to contribute to poverty alleviation and 

sustainable development through increased use of 

environmental economics’ capacity in policy design and 

policy-making processes pertaining to management of 

ecosystems, natural resources and climate change impacts. 

we use environmental economics tools to both identify the 

roots to environmental problems in modern economies, and 

to find what social and economic mechanisms can be used 

to solve them. 

the foundation of the efd initiative is its members, 

environmental economists in a selection of countries. As 

research fellows and associates we work for efd centers 

hosted by well-established academic institutions in 

China, Costa rica (for Central America), ethiopia, Kenya, 

South Africa and tanzania. efd have an important partner 

organization in resources for the Future (rFF), washington 

dC, USA. our associates are based at rFF and several 

universities across the world. one of them, University of 

Gothenburg in Sweden, hosts the efd secretariat.

the Swedish international development Cooperation Agency 

(Sida) is currently a major funder of the efd research and 

capacity building program through core administrative 

support, a research fund, and funds to strengthen academic 

training and policy interaction.

this report presents the efd initiative, its members and 

works during 2011 and on-going work during 2012.

our vision is grEEn Economy; 
sustainablE Economic growth 
FounDED on EFFiciEnt managEmEnt 
oF EcosystEms, natural rEsourcEs 
anD climatE changE impacts.



our vision is green economy; sustainaBle economic growth founded on efficient 
management of ecosystems, natural resources and climate change impacts.
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water fall in costa rica.

rEsEarch

applied, policy relevant research is a core activity for the efd initiative. research is a critical 
input in a long-term strategy to reduce environmental degradation, eradicate poverty and 
to ensure sustainable use of natural resources. a major challenge in developing countries 
is, however, the lack of comprehensive research on environmental resource management 
and poverty alleviation which can inform national strategic plans and policies. policymakers, 
farmers, donors, and others need research based information not only to design policies but 
also to evaluate their efficiency in reaching their objectives.

rEsEarch top outcomEs 
a summary of efd research outcomes 2011 in terms of peer reviewed journal articles:

patet’s wife (khomani san Bushmen), johane 
dikgang (epru, uct), patet (khomani san 
Bushmen), gladman thondhlana (rhodes university), 
willem-schalk afrikaner (research assistant - mier 
community), & serina van wyk (research assistant - 
mier community). the photo was taken about 50 km 
from the kgalagadi transfrontier park in the khomani 
san farmlands, mier local municipality, northern 
cape province, south africa.

deforestation for arable land expansion in the 
amhara region.

efd research fellow carlos muñoz interviewing  
antonio montero alvarado in monteromos, nicoya, 
as part of the efd-tinker pes project called “eco 
payments design given behavioral responses: who 
gets paid, why, and how do others respond?”

EfD South Africa/Environmental 

Economics Policy Research Unit (EPRU) 

published eleven peer reviewed articles. one 

of them is published by the environmen-

tal research letters. it is titled “kgalagadi 

transfrontier park and its land claimants: a 

pre- and post-land claim conservation and de-

velopment history” and authored by research 

fellow and former epru coordinator dr edwin 

muchapondwa and others. 

EfD Ethiopa/Environmental Economics 

Policy Forum (EEPFE) 

has published twelve peer reviewed articles 

in 2011. two main research areas covered by 

eepfe this year are impacts of climate change 

and impacts of biofuel investments on the 

ethiopian economy. gebreegziabher Zenebe, 

jesper stage , alemu mekonnen , and atlaw 

alemu, 2011, “climate change and the ethio-

pian economy: a computable general equilib-

rium analysis”, environment for development 

discussion paper series, efd dp 11-09.

The EfD Central America/Research 

Program in Economics and Environment 

for Development in Central America 

published six peer reviewed articles in 2011. 

in addition the center launched an important 

new research project, a two-year study on 

the subject of payments for environmental 

services (pes). the study is made possible 

through funding from the tinker foundation 

and is coordinated by efd central america. it is 

called “eco payments design given behavioral 

responses: who gets paid, why, and how do 

others respond?”
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forest in sichuan. a forest officer from ruvu forest reserve with a group 
of beekeepers explaining their prospects to efd 
fellow elizabeth robinson.

nairobi national park. photo: mkimemia

EfD China/Environmental Economics 

Program in China (EEPC) 

published seven peer-reviewed papers in inter-

national journals. the themes of the research are 

a diversity; on china’s collective and state forest 

sector reforms, china’s environmental and eco-

nomic policies, risk-based cost-effective control 

of so2 emissions at regional levels, regional air 

quality management, economic analysis on am-

bient air quality standard for pm 2.5, and choice 

model of transportation modes. (pm, particulate 

matter, for example pm10, particulates, smaller 

than 10 µm, that can cause health problems.)

EfD Tanzania 

researchers have managed to publish peer 

reviewed papers in three international journals 

and produce a book chapter in rff press 

during 2011. 

EfD Kenya 

published two peer reviewed articles in 2011. 

in addition efd kenya was in partnership with 

adams smith international involved in design-

ing a climate fund mechanism for kenya. this 

was part of the development of the national 

action plan for the implementation of the 

national climate change response strategy 

(nccrs) which the kenyan government’s blue 

print strategy for addressing the challenges of 

climate change in kenya. 

Policymakers, farmers, 
donors, and others need 

research based information
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rEsEarch projEcts
all on-going efd research projects (2012) are listed 

in the projects 2012 list.

in the 2011 efd budget, sek 3.5 million was allocated to the efd re-

search fund. this fund supported 21 research projects of various sizes 

across the six centers. some centers used this funding as seed money 

to crowd-in other funding. 

research projects in 2011 focused on all the six efd major themes: agri-

culture, climate change, fisheries, forestry, parks and wildlife, and policy 

design. however as can be seen from the figure below, a significant 

proportion of the projects dealt with climate change, forestry, and policy 

design.

the 2011 efd central america’s four research projects which were fully 

funded by the efd focused on climate change, parks and wildlife, and 

policy design. efd china had two research projects focusing on policy 

design in the transport sector in china. in addition, the center runs other 

projects for which funding were secured from other sources. like the 

previous years, the center has demonstrated how beneficiaries from 

efd research especially government departments (notably the chinese 

ministry of science and technology, the chinese ministry of environmen-

tal protection and the Beijing municipal government) can be roped-in to 

share in the costs of producing policy-relevant research. like the previ-

ous year, the focus of the 2011 research projects in efd china has been 

on climate change and policy design, in addition to its traditional focus 

on forestry. efd ethiopia had three projects in the agriculture, forestry 

and climate change themes that were fully funded by the efd.  efd kenya 

had four research projects running in 2011, half of which focused on poli-

cy design and the other two on forestry and climate change respectively. 

these projects received full efd funding. one of the kenyan projects 

demonstrates a serious attempt by the efd to promote research on for-

estry and redd issues already in 2010. forestry and redd continued to 

be a major focus of efd research in 2011 as well. following this, almost 

all the projects in efd tanzania have also focused on forestry and redd 

in 2011. there has been more focus on research related to wildlife at 

efd-south africa. three of the four projects in efd south africa focused 

on parks and wildlife, while one project was in the climate change theme.

policy instruments for environmental and 
natural resource management by thomas 

sterner and jessica coria (2011). routledge. 
published by rff press.

fuel taxes and the poor, the distributional 
effects of gasoline taxation and their 
implications for climate policy (2011) 

published by rff press with environment 
for development initiative. edited By 

thomas sterner. 

agricultural investment and productivity 
- Building sustainability in east africa 

(2011), efd/rff Books, edited By randall 
a. Bluffstone and gunnar köhlin.
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publication stratEgy 

a key indicator of efd success is of course the output in terms of publi-

cations. the table “numbers of publications per category 2011” gives a 

quantitative summary of these outputs by center and publication type, 

while all references of all types of publications are presented by type and 

center in the publications 2011 list.

in terms of work content 2011 has been a consolidation year, indicated 

for example by the remarkable fact that there were 41 peer reviewed 

journal articles, 3 books  and 16 book chapters published, while only 11 

efd discussion papers. all in all, the table shows that the research and 

publication activity within the efd network remains high. 

in cooperation with resources for the future (rff) in washington dc 

we produce a discussion paper series. this efd/rff discussion papers 

series is a very important part of the research, communication and 

publication strategy of efd. it is expected that almost all of the research 

articles produced as efd discussion papers go through intensive peer 

reviewing process and get published in international journals which will 

improve the position of the network in terms of publication record of high 

quality relevant research. 

as important is the efd/rff Books series. three efd/rff Books have 

been published in 2011: 

•	 Policy	Instruments	for	Environmental	and	Natural	

resource management by thomas sterner and jessica 

coria (2011). routledge. published by rff press. 

•	 Fuel	Taxes	and	the	Poor,	The	Distributional	Effects	of	Gasoline	Taxation	

and their implications for climate policy (2011) published by rff press 

with environment for development initiative. edited By thomas sterner. 

•	 Agricultural	Investment	and	Productivity	-	Building	

sustainability in east africa (2011), efd/rff Books, 

edited By randall a. Bluffstone and gunnar köhlin. 
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for full references of all types of publications by type and center, please see the publications list.

The research and  
publication activity within the 

EfD network remains high
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EFD annual mEEting 
Discussions on rEsEarch 

the efd annual meetings are devoted to presentations and discussions 

on ongoing and proposed efd research. one of the key note speakers in 

2011 was peter martinsson, professor of environmental and behavioural 

economics, department of economics university of gothenburg. mar-

tinsson spoke on the potential of field experiments in undertaking effec-

tive research at efd. the other key note speaker was pushpam kumar, 

chief, ecosystem services economics unit, united nations environment 

programme (unep), who spoke on economics of ecosystem services 

and the need for effective transdisciplinarity in research.

in line with its objective of promoting high quality relevant research, the 

efd used the 2011 workshop as an opportunity to launch the new “col-

laborative research process”, which involves a multiple of efd centers. 

efd researchers developed collaborative research projects focusing on 

various highly relevant research proposals that were consequently evalu-

ated. decisions on funding have been made by the research committee 

at the efd secretariat.  

the 2011 annual meeting also served as an important venue through 

which the views and comments on the future of efd have been enter-

tained from all the workshop participants. the session was chaired by 

francisco alpizar, director of efd central america, and useful insights 

were obtained from the floor which helped enormously in the develop-

ment of the efd strategic plan for sustainability.

field trip to kgalagadi transfrontier park . efd fellow, edwin muchapondwa, on the far right, is one of the author of the article “kgalagadi transfrontier park and its land 
claimants: a pre- and post-land claim conservation and development history”published by the environmental research letters in 2011.
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in line with its objective of promoting high quality relevant research, the efd used the 2011 
annual meeting as an opportunity to discussions on ongoing and proposed efd research

One of the 41 journal articles from EfD 2011

to highlight at least one of the 41 peer reviewed journal articles by efd members in 2011, we choose to present the one 

published by the environmental research letters, a journal with an impact factor of 3.049 (frequently cited by other journals).

ThonDhlana, G., ShacklETon, S. anD E. MuchaPonDwa, 2011, “kGalaGaDi TranSfronTiEr Park 

anD iTS lanD claiManTS: a PrE- anD PoST-lanD claiM conSErvaTion anD DEvEloPMEnT hiSTory”, 

EnvironMEnTal rESEarch lETTErS 6(2) aPril-JunE: 

kgalagadi transfrontier park is located in the northern cape province of 

south africa and neighbouring Botswana. the local communities on the 

south african side, the khomani san (Bushmen) and mier living adjacent 

to the park have land rights inside and outside the park.  

the path from a history of land dispossession to being land owners has 

created conservation challenges manifested through heightened inter- 

and intra-community conflicts. 

the contestations for land and tourism development opportunities in and 

outside the park have drawn in powerful institutions such as the govern-

ments, south african national parks, private safari companies, local in-

terest groups and ngos against relatively powerless local communities. 

this has consequently attracted national and international interest since 

it may result in further marginalization of the communities who lack the 

power to negotiate resource access. moreover, the social and political 

system of the san is romanticized while little is reported about the mier, 

who are an integral part of the park management system. 

to make these issues more accessible to a growing audience of inter-

ested parties and to better understand present conservation and devel-

opment challenges and opportunities, this article synthesizes information 

on the pre- and post-land restitution history of the park and the adjacent 

communities.  

conservation and development  
challenges of kgalagadi transfrontier park
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it has been an important learning experience, not least for the research-

ers, that the policy interaction entails much more listening – affecting 

the research design – than dissemination of final results. the ambition 

within the efd initiative is to increase the involvement even further in 

the analysis that lead to national policy documents. this has already 

been the case in for example tanzania, where a stronger emphasis on 

green growth for poverty reduction is an important outcome of the efd 

review of tanzania´s forward-looking national strategy for growth and 

reduction of poverty for 2011-2015. the review team involved the efd 

research fellows john mduma, adolf. f. mkenda and efd center direc-

tor dr. razack lokina. 

yet another example is ethiopia, where efd center director dr. alemu 

mekonnen was a member of the technical committee for ethiopia´s strat-

egy for climate resilient green economy which was launched in novem-

ber 2011, and mentioned at unfccc’s climate conference in durban 

as the only such strategy in africa.  another ambition is to increase the 

application of impact evaluation tools on sector programs, as efd center 

director professor jintao Xu and his team have done in the forest sector 

in china, please see below.

rEsEarch policy intEraction

the climate change workshop that was held at 
uneca in addis ababa on july 20, 2011 was a 
major policy interaction area as it involved over 
60 representatives from governmental, non-
governmental, and multilateral organizations/
institutions. regional environmental protection 
authority offices were also invited to participate on 
this workshop co-organized by the efd ethiopia/the 
environmental economics policy forum (eepfe) and 
the ethiopian development research institute. 

commissioned by state forestry administration 
of china, the efd china/environmental economics 
program in china (eepc) finished the second-round 
survey in eight provinces in 2011. they were surveyed 
in 2006-2007, with the aim of a comprehensive 
evaluation of the reform and providing policy 
recommendations to cope with current problems and 
future challenges. a drafted plan of reform framework 
on china’s key state forest region was submitted 
to state forestry administration. eepc has also 
collaborated with Beijing transportation research 
center and provided policy recommendations for 
Beijing municipal commission of transportation. 

during 2011 efd kenya contributed to the 
development of the european report on 
development 2012 being coordinated by oversees 
development institute, european centre for 
development policy management, european union, 
and german development institute. the focus of the 
report is on ‘effective natural resource management 
for inclusive and sustainable growth in the context 
of increased scarcity and climate change: what role 
for the public and private sector’. efd kenya’s case 
study showed how flower productions around lake 
naivasha can contribute to inclusive and sustainable 
management of natural resources. 

efd research fellows martine visser and grant 
smith, efd south africa/environmental economics 
policy research unit (epru), showed in a study in 
2010 that that reporting to people their own and 
the average consumption of electricity caused all 
kinds of households in suburbs of cape town to 
significantly reduce their electricity consumption. 
given the success of the study, the city of cape 
town requested our researchers to extend the scope 
of the project. subsequently visser and smith have 
also obtained funding from the water research 
commission to do a similar study on demand side 
management and water consumption in cape town. 
in 2011 a workshop was organized to present the 
project to a panel of experts who made invaluable 
comments on the methodology and general issues. 
present were two representatives from the city 
of cape town, two representatives from wrc, a 
representative from a local water consultancy, one 
from an ngo and three academics with expertise in 
the area and a civil society representative. the wrc 
requires such a workshop be conducted every six 
months.

in 2011 the efd central america´s host institution, 
tropical agricultural research and higher education 
center (catie) and the national forestry financing 
fund (fonafifo) signed a framework agreement 
of cooperation with the goal to promote rural 
development and a sustainable forestry in costa 
rica. research results coming from efd central 
america and other programs in catie will provide 
information for key policy decision-making related 
to ecosystem services, redd+, and future policy 
innovations within fonafifo.

efd tanzania organized the efd policy day 2011 
at the annual meeting in arusha in october, and 
hence created awareness to more than 20 attending 
government officials and other stakeholders on the 
need for enhancing environmental and resource 
management and welfare improvement. about one 
third of them were members of the efd tanzania 
research policy Board, who also gave presentations 
in addition to those given by efd researchers. this 
high-level policy board supports the planning and 
implementation of the efd tanzania work plan and 
research projects, which enhances both significant 
policy impact and access to sustained domestic 
funding.

alemu mekonnen, research fellow and director of 
efd ethiopia and ato getachew yosef, edri director, 
speaking at the climate change workshop at uneca 
in addis ababa july 20, 2011. the workshop was 
co-organized by the efd ethiopia/the environmental 
economics policy forum (eepfe) and the ethiopian 
development research institute. 

rEsEarch policy intEraction top outcomEs 

the efd initiative is built on the premise that if relevant applied research is introduced in policy making 
processes, then this will result in improved policies and subsequently poverty reduction and a more 
sustainable development. the experiences over the last decades are that it is of utmost importance 
for policy impact that there is a close dialogue between researchers and policy makers/civil servants 
over an extended period. Below are some examples of successful policy interactions. 
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dr Xuemei jiang and team members in the survey of 
liaoning province: a second-round massive survey 
of collective forest tenure reform in eight provinces 
in china.

a picture of the household survey of the choice 
model of transportation Behaviors, conducted 
by Beijing transportation commission and eepc 
researcher and students.

lake naivasha. efd kenya’s case study for the eu-
ropean report on development (erd) 2012 showed 
how flower productions around lake naivasha can 
contribute to inclusive and sustainable manage-
ment of natural resources. the erd team is led by 
the overseas development institute in partnership 
with the deutsches institut fuer entwicklungspolitik 
and the european centre for development policy 
management.© european commission

the efd policy day 2011 brought together government 
officials, other stakeholders and researchers. from left 
arnold mapinduzi, senior environmental management 
officer, the national environment management 
council (nemc), salvatory macha , efd project 
administrator, Blandina cheche, poverty environment 
coordinator, vice-president’s office, and claude 
mung’ongo, professor at the university of dar es 
salaam’s institute of resource assessment.

catie ’s director general josé joaquín campos 
and fonafifo’s executive director jorge mario 
rodríguez signing an agreement. research results 
coming from efd central america and other 
programs in catie will provide information for 
key policy decision-making related to ecosystem 
services, redd+, and future policy innovations within 
fonafifo. photo: oci-catie
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0
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1
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EfD Policy interaction in numbers 2011
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thE EFD annual mEEting 2011 in tanZania

Discussions on Research

one of the key note speakers in 2011 was 

peter martinsson, professor of environmental 

and behavioural economics, department of 

economics university of gothenburg. martins-

son spoke on the potential of field experiments 

in undertaking effective research at efd. the 

other key note speaker was pushpam kumar, 

chief, ecosystem services economics unit, 

united nations environment programme 

(unep), who spoke on economics of eco-

system services and the need for effective 

transdisciplinarity in research.

in line with its objective of promoting high qual-

ity relevant research, the efd used the 2011 

workshop as an opportunity to launch the new 

“collaborative research process”, which in-

volves a multiple of efd centers. efd research-

ers developed collaborative research projects 

focusing on various highly relevant research 

proposals that were consequently evaluated. 

decisions on funding have been made by the 

research committee at the efd secretariat. 

the 2011 annual meeting also served as an 

important venue through which the views and 

comments on the future of efd have been 

entertained from all the workshop participants. 

the session was chaired by francisco alpizar, 

director of efd central america, and useful 

insights were obtained from the floor which 

helped enormously in the development of the 

efd strategic plan for sustainability.

EfD Policy Day at the Annual Meeting

the efd policy day 2011, in arusha, tanzania 

(october27), brought together more than 80 

researchers and policy makers in a dialogue on 

opportunities for sustainable natural resource 

use with national and local benefits. more than 

20 representatives from ministries, depart-

ments and agencies participated. about one 

third of them, were members of the efd tanza-

nia research policy Board (see table).

”our objectives of the policy day is to commu-

nicate selected work of efd’s research and its 

potential contributions to key policy institutions 

and other key stakeholders present at the 

meeting. we also want to increase our learning 

on how to translate research to policy and 

make a difference with environmental econom-

ics tools, and share information across efd 

centers on successful research-policy interac-

tions,” says efd director gunnar köhlin.

in arusha 2011 the news media was invited 

for the first time. two press releases on efd 

research findings were issued, titled: Benefit 

The EfD Annual Meeting 2011 was held in Arusha, Tanzania (October27-30). The annual meeting is a 

forum to bring together researchers from EfD centers and their collaborators and other key stakeholders 

for exchange of research ideas and discussion of research proposals and results from EfD research 

projects. About 50 participants attend the meetings each year.

the efd policy day 2011 in arusha, tanzania, brought together more than 80 researchers and policy makers in a 
dialogue on opportunities for sustainable natural resource use with national and local benefits.

efd members razack lokina, selma oliveira, kofi 
vondolia, and edwin muchapondwa.

ruzika n. muheto, director, national environment 
management council, tanzania, razack lokina, 
efd tanzania director, wilfred nyangena, efd kenya 
director, and amon manyama, chairman, efd 
tanzania policy Board.

felix mwakyembe, journalist at the kiswahili weekly 
raia mwema, interviewing elizabeth robinson, 
associate professor, university of gothenburg and 
university of reading.
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sharing is key for the success of redd in 

tanzania and wildlife conservation can help 

poor communities survive. journalists came, 

and reports were published in kiswahili weekly, 

raia mwema, the guardian, the daily news, 

the citizen, and broad-casted in the tv-chan-

nels itv and channel ten. efd media coverage 

can be found under the heading efd in media 

on www.efdinititaive.org

julius ningu, director, environment division, 

vice-president’s office, opened the meeting 

by discussing about greening the economy 

through better management of wildlife and for-

estry. claude mung’ongo, professor at the uni-

versity of dar es salaam’s institute of resource 

assessment, spoke about implementation of 

tanzania’s redd+ strategy and key challenges. 

elizabeth robinson, associate professor, uni-

versity of gothenburg and university of read-

ing, spoke about experiences of successful for-

est management in sub-saharan africa and its 

implications for redd+ policies and the private 

sector. allan kijazi, director tanzania national 

parks (tanapa), spoke about sustainable 

management of tanzania’s wildlife resources 

and its contribution to development.

the importance of giving landholders strong 

use rights and encouraging the commercializa-

tion of wildlife, including trade and developing 

of new wildlife products was discussed by 

edwin muchwapondwa, associate professor 

at the university of cape town and in charge 

of coordinating efd research in 2011. this was 

followed by a presentation by randy Bluffs-

tone, efd research associate, efd ethiopia, on 

the determinants of agricultural investment and 

productivity over the long term-implications for 

east african policy makers. the policy day end-

ed with a closing speech by amon manyama, 

chairman, efd tanzania policy board and head 

of poverty unit, undp tanzania. 

the final panel discussion on key actions to at-

tain sustainable natural resource use with ben-

efits for local communities – tanzania and other 

examples included also (in addition to some 

speakers mentioned above) Blandina cheche, 

poverty environment coordinator, vice-presi-

dent’s office, olof drakenberg, policy analyst 

and chairman, efd policy day committee, 

ruzika mheto, director, environmental planning 

and research, national environment manage-

ment council (nemc), aloyce nzuki, director, 

tourism division, ministry of natural resources, 

and professor jintao Xu, efd research fellow 

and director, efd china.

during the policy day, members of the policy 

board also took the opportunity to challenge 

efd researchers. several news media reported 

from the day (see efd in media on efdinitiative.

org) and for example the guardian reported 

(october 29, 2011) under the heading research-

ers challenged to reach out to ordinary people:

Blandina cheche, poverty environment coor-

dinator, vice-president’s office, said research 

findings could influence positive changes in 

policy directions and society in general. “But 

researchers must ensure they bridge the gap 

between themselves and ordinary people in 

society and that their research findings reach 

them in a simple language,” said cheche. she 

also asked researchers in the country to ensure 

the research conducted and recommenda-

tions are used to address burning issues on 

the ground: “By doing so, we will be helping 

people out of the poverty gap.”  according 

to the guardian the board member, ruzika 

mheto, director, environmental planning and 

research, national environment management 

council (nemc) “concurred with the idea, 

urging researchers to translate their research 

into kiswahili: “research acts as a stimulus to 

development in a particular locality but its re-

search findings should reach the grass roots.”

professors randall Bluffstone, portland state 
university, and jintao Xu, director efd china/eepc

professor thomas sterner, dr ping Qin, policy analyst olof drakenberg, and 
dr yonas alem at the efd coordination committee meeting in arusha 2012.

Blandina cheche, vice-president’s office, claude 
mung’ongo, professor at the university of dar 
es salaam’s, arnold mapinduzi, the national 
environment management council (nemc), and 
salvatory macha , efd project administrator.

kofi vondolia, unep, nairobi and 
efd kenya research associate.

alemu mekonnen, director efd ethiopia at the 
efd coordination committee meeting in arusha 
2012. in the background  adolf mkenda and 
yonas alem.

efd central america research fellows francisco 
alpizar, maria naranjo and roger madrigal.
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efd had a noticeable presence at the un 

climate change negotiations held in durban 

in december 2011. efd hosted an official side-

event at the durban exhibition centre entitled 

“leading by example – swedish leadership in 

global climate change policy”. the side-event 

was co-organized with fores, a leading 

independent swedish liberal economic think-

tank. drawing attention to swedish leadership 

on both domestic and international stages, 

the session was comprised of two parts: 

(i) sweden, climate change negotiations 

and fairness and (ii) engaging developing 

countries. given the reputations of panelists 

including lena ek, swedish minister of envi-

ronment, and efd’s thomas sterner, professor 

of environmental economics at the university 

of gothenburg, the side-event drew in a strong 

attendance, between 20-30 individuals, who 

were interested in learning more about swed-

ish efforts. 

efd’s dr. martine visser, associate professor 

at the university of cape town, opened the 

first session where she presented her research 

on issues of fairness in the climate change 

negotiations. using applied game theory, she 

demonstrated that individual-country specific 

contributions are more effective then basing 

contributions on equity principles alone. this 

lends credence to a bottom-up approach 

where emissions targets are based on national 

policies as opposed to a top-down approach 

such as the kyoto protocol. mark purdon, 

phd candidate at the university of toronto 

and efd research associate, reported in the 

second session on results from comparative 

fieldwork into carbon development mechanism 

afforestation projects in tanzania, uganda 

and moldova, he argued that projects tend 

to generate a greater number of genuine, 

“additional” carbon credits when they were 

implemented by state forest agencies who 

were able to maintain latent technical capacity 

despite uncertainty about the price of carbon 

that bedeviled private sector operators. 

the second session of the efd side-event 

to the un climate change conference in 

durban on engaging developing countries 

was opened by professor thomas sterner. 

he highlighted the efd experience, especially 

the increasing emphasis efd is placing on 

climate change – as exemplified in a new phd 

program in climate economics starting in 

gothenburg in 2012.

sterner also presented the findings of the book 

fuel taxes and the poor, the distributional 

effects of gasoline taxation and their implica-

tions for climate policy, see below:

EFD siDE-EvEnt to thE un  
climatE changE conFErEncE in Durban

among the panelists at the efd side-event to the un climate change conference in durban 2011 were (second 
from left:) lena ek, swedish minister of environment, and (third and fourth from left:) efd’s dr. martine visser, 

associate professor at the university of cape town, and mark purdon, phd candidate at the university of 
toronto. efd’s thomas sterner, professor of environmental economics at the university of gothenburg, gave 

his presentation from sweden using technology available – thus saving significant amounts of co2.
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FinDings From 25 countriEs prEsEntED: 
highEr pEtrol taxEs won’t hurt thE poor

the book fuel taxes and the poor, the 

distributional effects of gasoline taxation and 

their implications for climate policy, edited by 

sterner and published by rff press in 2011, is 

written as part of the environment for develop-

ment initiative. it is authored by 35 renowned 

researchers from china, india, indonesia, usa, 

latin america, as well as many countries in 

africa and europe.

increased gasoline taxation is a very effective 

instrument to reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions and hence, efd researchers and associ-

ates studied data from 25 different countries 

to investigate the concern that gasoline taxes 

affect poor people the most. the study, the 

largest ever of its kind, shows that in high-

income countries like the us, gasoline taxes 

may indeed be regressive and affect the poor 

more. But in most countries, and particularly 

in the poorest countries, it is the middle- and 

high-income earners who are generally hit 

harder – the tax is progressive. india, china 

and many african countries are examples, 

where cars and fuels are luxury products. in 

many european countries such as sweden the 

petrol tax is roughly neutral.

news media has shown great interest in the 

book and the critique of fuel subsidies, not 

least the news media in south africa, indo-

nesia, and sweden, but also magazines like 

the un magazine africa renewal. efd media 

coverage can be found under the heading efd 

in media on www.efdinititaive.org

in january 2012, thomas sterner was interviewed in a live talk show in south 
african television about the findings in the book “fuel taxes and the poor”. this 
was when the fuel subsidy strike action happened in nigeria, so the interview 

was made in the light of this. the show on cnBc africa/aBn was called “Beyond 
market” and was broadcasted via cable throughout africa and also in england.

in the poorest 
countries, it is the 
middle- and high-
income earners 
who are generally 
hit harder – the tax 
is progressive.
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efd and gmv environmental economics and policy group, which hosts 

sida’s helpdesk for environment and climate change (former sida’s en-

vironmental economics expert function), has long enjoyed a mutually re-

warding working collaboration including capacity development on ways 

to strategically improve the outreach of research findings to influence 

policies, sharing of experiences and analytical work. 

the expert group has during the year interacted with the centers to en-

hance the integration of environmental considerations into government 

policies and in international methodology development among donor 

agencies. examples include engagement of the efd centers in natural 

resource sector reform. conversely, efd centers have also contributed to 

the expert group’s support to sida in for example background analyses 

and training in on green economy and environmental economics of 

swedish embassy staff. helpdesk experts were co-responsible for the 

planning and implementation of the policy day of efd’s annual meeting in 

arusha, tanzania. moreover, helpdesk staff has coached and discussed 

how the centers can advance their policy engagement and work more 

effectively to influence policy planning and decision-making relating to 

both national policy processes and sector reforms. 

in june 2011 the expert group merged the advisory services for sida 

under a joint helpdesk contract between the center for environment and 

sustainability (gmv) at the university of gothenburg/chalmers institute 

of technology, and the swedish university for agricultural sciences 

(slu). close contacts between the efd and the sida’s new helpdesk for 

environment and climate change remain.

EnvironmEntal Economics 
anD policy group

olof drakenberg, policy analyst, environmental economics and policy group 
was co-responsible for the planning and implementation of the efd policy day 
2011. here together with dr. matern mtolera, university of dar es salaam.
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six cEntErs’ rEsEarch policy intEraction storiEs

cEnTral aMErica
Payments for ecosystem services in costa rica
Should the squeaky wheel get all the oil?

teodoro Cascante in San pedro, Santa Cruz, Guanacast, is being interviewed by laura Villalobos.

p
AYMENTS FOR ecosystem ser-

vices (pes) is an environmental policy 

instrument that gives the owner of 

a natural resource direct incentives 

to manage it in society’s best interest. today 

costa rica’s pes program is paying forest 

landowners for ecosystem services, since they 

conserve forests. But if this payment program 

is to create additionality, that is, benefits for 

society that would not be there in the absence 

of the program, then payments should target 

landowners at high risk of deforesting their land 

and those who would not have planted trees 

without the program.

“the problem is to identify who is at high 

risk for deforestation, which is expensive; it 

requires a deforestation model and lots of 

information. policymakers in charge of the pro-

gram are typically not convinced that targeting 

high risk landowners will pay off. there are two 

broad justifications for policymaker’s reluc-

tance to focus solely on high risk landowners. 

first, they frequently argue that leaving forest 

guardians (that is landowners with no or very 

little risk of deforestation under current condi-

tions) outside of the payment program is unfair 

to them and might lead to changes in their 

behavior. a second aspect is that targeting 

based on high deforestation risk makes sense 

as long as the objective is to reduce deforesta-

tion and forest degradation. as soon as you 

have additional objectives, such as reduced 

poverty and improved livelihood of landowners, 

then targeting based on risk of deforestation 

becomes just one part of a larger equation,” 

says francisco alpizar, senior research fellow 

and director of efd central america.

Does it matter who gets paid and why for the efficiency of payments for 
ecosystem services (PES) programs aimed to reduce deforestation and forest 
degradation? This is being studied by EfD Central America researchers. They 

are also studying the socioeconomic impacts of the PES program in Costa Rica. 
Since 1996 this national program has attracted international attention, and 

today it is regarded as a model for REDD+ credits.

layli moreno is interviewing a lady land owner in 
peninsula of nicoya for the tinker-pes project.
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together with efd researchers juan robalino, 

alexander pfaff and anna nordén, alpizar is 

conducting interviews and economic ex-

periments with around 400 households of 

landowners living all over costa rica. the 

study is supported by the tinker foundation. 

the findings will be presented at the next efd 

policy day in costa rica in connection with the 

annual meeting of efd in 2012.

“in our experiments we study the responses of 

people who receive payments and people who 

don´t in order to evaluate how different selec-

tion rules affect their behavior. our preliminary 

results support the hypothesis that if you pay 

only the landowners at high risk of deforesting 

their lands, then some forest guardians will re-

act negatively. we observe people reacting an-

grily at beingexcluded from payments because 

of their already good behavior,” says alpizar. 

one important conclusion from the study will be 

that a combination of incentives that includes 

both targeting and fairness considerations is 

needed. if implemented separately, the ef-

ficiency of the pes program will be endangered.

for this study, the efd center in central 

america is cooperating with the national 

forestry financing fund (fonafifo), which is 

the government institution that implements the 

pes program in costa rica. 

in 1996 costa rica was the first country in the 

world to implement a national program for pay-

ments for ecosystem services. the program 

immediately became a common focus of 

research around the world, and many of the 

researchers´ suggestions have been imple-

mented by policy makers in different countries, 

for instance in mexico.

But the pioneering costa rican program was 

not perfect. it was for example criticized for its 

narrow focus on forestry and its exclusion of 

the role of agriculture. not targeting land own-

ers at high risk of actually deforesting their land 

was also seen as a problem. and it still is. the 

program, which is mainly funded through fuel 

taxes, also receives funding from the world 

Bank, which together with evaluators has 

pushed for better targeting. 

Both additionality and targeting of pes in 

costa rica have been studied for a long time 

by efd researchers juan robalino and alex-

ander pfaff. in essence they have found that 

additionality is low, but there is a capacity for 

improvement through improved targeting. 

the world Bank has also requested that 

fonafifo explore the socioeconomic impacts 

of the pes program. the efd initiative is funding 

part of this new study, of which the results will 

feed directly into policy. it is conducted by efd 

researchers laura villalobos, juan robalino, 

and francisco alpizar. among the factors that 

will be studied are income, schooling, and 

infrastructure. the data comes from around 

400 household interviews conducted by efd. 

census data will also be used.

the principal researchers of this field study are 

very proud because it emerged from a simple 

discussion to become an innovative project 

that turned out to be attractive enough to call 

the attention of the tinker foundation out of 

many others seeking financial support. the ac-

tual field experiments and the survey technique 

used to collect data have never been applied 

in costa rica before: in this way, this is a 

groundbreaking study in the country for its use 

of elements of game theory in a natural field 

experiment and because it included a payment 

to the participants and voluntary donations to 

a public cause. 

francisco alpizar says that when and if redd+ 

(a carbon trading system based on reducing 

emissions from deforestation and forest degra-

dation) becomes a policy of the world com-

munity, it might look very similar to fonafifo´s 

program for ecosystem services in costa rica. 

“it‘s not simple. costa rica has a history of 

good environmental stewardship, strong institu-

tions and little corruption and still achieving 

credible credits through reduced greenhouse 

gas emissions from deforestation and forest 

degradation (redd+) in costa rica will be diffi-

cult. imagine how much so will it be in countries 

with a high level of corruption, weak institutions, 

and no history of protecting nature.”

carlos muñoz is interviewing antonio montero alvarado in 
monteromos, nicoya as part of the efd-tinker pes project in 2011.

jennifer hernandez is conducting an interview for the 
tinker-pes project in cartago in january 2012.

About REDD and REDD +

since 2005, the effort to create incentives for reducing emissions from deforestation and 

forest degradation (redd) has gained prominence as a way to reduce global green-

house gas (ghg) emissions. in 2010, the un climate conference in cancun established 

an incentive mechanism for redd+ (including conservation, sustainable manage-

ment and enhancement of forest carbon stocks), and opened the door for countries to 

generate tradable emission reduction credits from forest carbon in the future. source: 

resources for the future (rff)
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china

what steps to take to reform 
the chinese state forest sector?

professor jintao Xu (third from left), research fellow and director of efd china, and  
haipeng Zhang (second from left, efd research fellow, in sichuan with local forestry administration.  

“o
ur conTribuTion will 

be to provide a compre-

hensive analysis of differ-

ent views, and suggest 

how these can be consolidated into an ultimate 

future path for state forests,” says professor 

jintao Xu, director of the environmental eco-

nomics program in china (eepc), the chinese 

node of efd.

professor jintao Xu, director of the environ-

mental economics program in china (eepc), 

the chinese node of efd, is one of china´s 

most prominent experts in forestry economics. 

he has been conducting research in forestry 

economics for about 25 years. for the last ten 

years he has pointed to forests as a major as-

set for sustainable development in china.

“many climate change experts basically ig-

nored this sector for long. we have contributed 

to getting the ideas out, together with foresters 

and colleagues. and suddenly it happens – 

national leaders promote the forest sector at 

world summits,” says Xu.

in recent years most of the research work by 

efd in china has focused on forest policy and 

on reformation of the state forest sector and 

the collective tenure system. the purpose of 

the reform is to establish individual household 

management and improve farmers´ liveli-

hood. lack of appropriate mechanisms and 

incentives in the state forest sector, and lack 

of secure forest tenure for farmers in the col-

lective forest sector, underpin severe poverty in 

forested areas and unsatisfactory performance 

of forest resource conservation. research 

done by the eepc has provided academia and 

government agencies with comprehensive in-

formation about the baseline situation in these 

two major forest sectors. their policy recom-

mendations have also been highly influential.

the ongoing state forestry reform project 

focuses on two important issues: 1) how to 

transform state forest enterprises to improve 

their financial performance and their perfor-

mance with respect to forest conservation, 

and 2) how to modify the relationship between 

state forest authorities, provincial governments 

and state forest enterprises. the findings of Xu 

and his research colleagues Xumei jiang and 

haipeng Zhang, from forestry studies in north-

east china, are to a large extent contrary to the 

view of the state forest administration.

“we need to speed up the reformation of the 

central government forest policy. our report will 

inform the central government about what is 

happening at the local level, affect their thinking, 

and make them better prepared for local in-

novations. my anticipation is that local initiatives 

will be recognized by the central government in 

1-2 years,” says professor jintao Xu.  

Xu and his efd research team have also ana-

lyzed a potential chinese forest carbon market, 

given different scenarios, namely a cap on 

emissions by 2012, 2030 or 2050. they pro-

vided recommendations on the policy needs to 

effectively develop the market. this work was 

commissioned by the forest carbon manage-

ment office, a proactive department within the 

state forest administration (sfa) that Xu has 

been working with since its founding. 

in late may 2012 eepc/efd china, state for-

estry administration and the world Bank will 

arrange the third international conference on 

the state forest reform.

Forests have a unique potential to contribute to sustainable economic 
development and a reduction of China’s massive carbon emissions. Forest 

Tenure Reform in China’s collective forests is a process of historical importance 
with widespread and long-lasting impacts. Currently, the question of what 
steps to take to reform the Chinese state forest sector is hotly debated.
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EThioPia

climate change hits africa the 
hardest – what can be done?

a lady in amhara region preparing manure for fuel.

a
FRICA HAS THE LOWEST 

average per capita emission 

of greenhouse gases, and in 

total only about 4 percent of the 

world´s emissions. yet the region 

is particularly vulnerable to climate change 

and suffers its consequences already. seventy 

percent of africa´s population depend on rain-

fed agriculture. this makes african countries 

likely to be the worst affected by the predicted 

impacts of climate change on agricultural out-

put. poverty, weak capacity to adapt, and the 

fact that africa is already warming faster than 

the global average are other factors behind 

the extreme vulnerability to climate change, 

caused by other continents. 

the continent’s vulnerability was cruelly 

underlined by the drought in the horn of africa 

in 2011. in july, more than 12 million people 

across ethiopia, somalia, and kenya were in 

need of food, water, and emergency health-

care. the un officially declared famine in so-

malia, and in november death rates, especially 

for young children, remained extremely high, 

partly due to continued outbreaks of diseases.

“it could be debated whether the drought 

crisis in the horn of africa is linked to climate 

change; still it clearly shows the particular vul-

nerability of poor people to climate variability,” 

says dr. alemu mekonnen, research fellow 

and center director of efd ethiopia. 

“without doubt, climate change is already a 

very serious problem in africa. climate conven-

tions should consider that people in africa are 

suffering from climate change today. over the 

globe we need to do whatever we can to slash 

greenhouse gas emissions,” says mekonnen.

Ethiopia risking average income cut of 30 percent.The impacts of climate 
change on agricultural productivity may reduce the Ethiopian average income 
by as much as 30 percent within the next 50 years. This and other EfD findings 

on how climate change is hitting Africa, and in particular Ethiopia, were 
presented to 60 workshop participants from government, NGOs and multilateral 
organizations assembled in Addis Abeba. Strategies for adaptation, mitigation 
and a stronger position in international climate negotiations were discussed.
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the efd center in ethiopia is also called the 

environmental economics policy forum for 

ethiopia (eepfe) and is based at the ethiopian 

development research institute (edri). mr. 

newai gebre-ab is the executive director of 

edri and also chief economic advisor to the 

prime minister of ethiopia. 

mekonnen continues, “this might have 

contributed to the high number of workshop 

participants. the topic itself surely also con-

tributed to a high turnout since climate change 

is increasingly important in ethiopia. the 

workshop gave us the opportunity to inform 

relevant stakeholders about climate change 

issues, and present our findings and recom-

mendations.” 

in ethiopia, up to 80 percent of the population 

rely on rain-fed agriculture for crop and live-

stock production. one important efd finding is 

that, unless the government carries out policies 

that support adaptation, climate change can 

reduce the average ethiopian income by 30 

percent within the next 50 years – a devastating 

scenario for a low-income economy. this result 

came out of a study carried out by efd environ-

mental economists who wanted to analyze the 

societal costs of climate change when private 

agents are left to adapt on their own, compared 

to a situation without  climate change. these 

costs are important to assess and know, in 

order to be able to fairly evaluate the costs 

for government policies actually undertaken 

to address climate change. the baseline for 

comparison was provided by a model called 

computable general equilibrium (cge). 

previous economic studies of climate change 

impacts in ethiopia have generally ignored the 

impacts on livestock production and regional 

variation. however, the efd study analyzes the 

impacts of climate change on both livestock 

and crop production, and the indirect impacts 

on economic growth. 

the policy implication of the results is that pro-

ductivity growth matters more for the ethiopian 

economy than does climate change. however, 

even if productivity would grow rapidly, climate 

change will still have a dramatic impact, and 

government policies need to target both 

planned climate change adaptation and pro-

ductivity growth.

the topics of how africa should use the carbon 

market and what mitigation strategies govern-

ments should undertake were also discussed 

in the workshop. dr. mekonnen says that africa 

should focus on developing clean energy, 

mitigating emission from livestock, avoiding 

deforestation, encouraging afforestation and 

reforestation, and improving agricultural and 

land management systems.

as regards climate conventions and negotia-

tions, efd researchers are suggesting that 

african negotiators in future climate negotia-

tions consider making a case for countries 

that face extreme circumstances ¬– that they 

receive special funding as compensation. 

negotiators should also consider demanding 

that clean development mechanism (cdm, 

a market-based mechanism of the so-called 

carbon market) criteria should include activi-

ties that are relevant to africa and that match 

countries’ development priorities, which 

include food and energy security. the cdm 

was designed to enable developed countries 

to reduce their emissions through sustainable 

development projects in developing countries. 

yet only about 3 percent of cdm projects that 

have been accepted by the united nations 

framework convention on climate change 

(unfccc ) are being implemented in africa, 

and only one is being implemented in ethiopia. 

“africa has not benefitted much from the 

carbon market mechanisms. one reason 

is that the existing systems do not take the 

conditions in africa into account, for example 

that the major sources of greenhouse gas 

emissions are livestock, and firewood used for 

household energy. when it comes to energy 

systems, ethiopia is already green because 

we use hydro-electricity. hence, in contrast to 

china we can´t harness the system and say we 

will shift from coal energy to a cleaner energy 

source and therefore receive support,” says 

mekonnen. 

the newspaper ethiopian herald reported 

about the efd/eepfe/edri workshop on 

climate change on july 21, 2011

over grazed land in the amhara region

dr. alemu mekonnen, research fellow and director 
of efd ethiopia
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kEnya

how can lake naivasha roses create 
inclusive, sustainable growth?

© european commission

EfD Kenya researchers Dr. Wilfred 

Nyangena and Geophrey Sikei are 

contributing to the European Report on 

Development 2011/2012. In a context of 

increasing scarcity and climate change, 

they studied effective natural resource 

management for inclusive and sustain-

able growth. Their case study is about 

flower production around the Lake 

Naivasha basin, where water, energy, 

and land resources are increasingly 

interdependent and under considerable 

environmental pressures. 

“water, energy, and land (wel) are identi-

fied, by the team behind the european report 

on development 2012, as the most critical 

resources needed for inclusive and sustain-

able growth. countries need to find adopting 

strategies that allows these natural resources 

to contribute more to inclusive, sustainable 

growth and, at the same time, are low carbon 

intensive and embrace the aspects of poverty 

alleviation,” says dr wilfred nyangena, re-

search fellow and coordinator of environment 

for development in kenya, hosted by kippra 

and the university of nairobi.

nyagena and sikei show in their commissioned 

report the strong links between water, energy, 

and land resources around lake naivasha, 

Flower production around Lake Naivasha and its role 
in attaining inclusive and sustainable growth 

efd kenya’s case study for the european report on development (erd) 2012 showed how flower productions around lake naivasha can contribute to inclusive 
and sustainable management of natural resources. the erd team is led by the overseas development institute in partnership with the deutsches institut fuer 
entwicklungspolitik and the european centre for development policy management. 

dr wilfred nyangena, research fellow and 
coordinator of efd kenya, at york university 
presenting findings from the lake naivasha study 
to the team behind the european report on 
development (erd) 2012.
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the only freshwater lake situated in the kenyan 

rift valley, approximately 80 km northwest of 

nairobi. 

different players compete for the lake naiva-

sha basin´s resources. small-scale farmers are 

growing crops upstream, and flower farmers 

are active downstream. Both affect water qual-

ity and availability. pastoralists need land and 

water for their livestock. a geothermal power 

plant located in the “hells gate” national 

park south of the lake is producing renew-

able energy using the earth’s heat beneath 

the rift valley, and thus saving carbon dioxide 

emissions in the process. however, the plant 

requires water from the lake as well as land. in 

addition, tourism requires quality water, and 

the naivasha town is growing, causing higher 

population pressure.

“our role is to point at changes that can be 

made to harmonize conflicting interests and 

to make a better impact from the natural 

resources use. ecological integrity, social inclu-

sion, and economic growth are the sought-

after benefits characterizing inclusive and 

sustainable growth, or in other words a green 

economy,” says nyangena.

in order to shape a “green economy profile,” 

nyangena and sikei have mapped all green 

economy initiatives in the country. they have 

also, in a desktop meta study, mapped a po-

tential low carbon intensive strategy for the ba-

sin area. to begin with, the continued unabated 

encroachment of agricultural and commercial 

activities into the basin makes sustainable 

development more vulnerable to the impacts 

of drought and to the erratic weather patterns 

currently being experienced, hence the need 

to reverse it. in line with the nccrs 2010, con-

certed efforts should be made to control river 

abstraction in the upstream so as to improve 

availability of water for hydropower production 

and enhance the quality of water. 

the lake naivasha basin has been a study 

site for efd kenya for some years now and 

hence, their previous work on sustainable land 

management and payments for ecosystems 

services also informs this new study. 

there is a water management scheme in use in 

the area, where flower farmers downstream con-

tribute money to agricultural farmers upstream 

to make them adopt soil conservation and af-

forestation measures. deforestation in the upper 

catchment causes extreme floods during rainy 

season and low volumes in drought. 

“local government, flower farmers, and small 

scale agricultural users implement various initia-

tives to improve the management of the basin. 

But more is needed, for instance proper imple-

mentation of  payment for ecological services, 

enhancement of water resource management 

and water use efficiency by flower farms, promo-

tion of public-private dialogue, and assistance 

in coordinating the emerging actors and their 

initiatives,” says nyangena.

close to 2 million kenyans derive their livelihoods 

from the lake naivasha basin. incomes are rela-

tively higher here than in the rest of the country. 

flower farmers around the basin produce one-

fifth of all roses on the eu market. together 

these companies generate about ten percent 

of kenya’s total foreign exchange revenue.

the title of the commissioned efd report is 

“the importance of natural resource manage-

ment for inclusive and sustainable growth: a 

case study of flower production around lake 

naivasha, kenya”. the final european report 

on development 2011/2012 was presented to 

the european commission in march 2012.

Watch the film ERD - WEL Nexus 

including interviews with Dr Wilfred 

Nyangena 

http://multivu.prnewswire.com/mnr/prne/

erd/53810/

geophrey sikei, efd junior research fellow and 
program assistant

the european report on develop-

ment (erd) is the main output of 

the “mobilising european research 

for development policies” initiative. 

the erd 2011/2012 team is led by 

the overseas development insti-

tute (odi), in partnership with the 

european centre for development 

policy management (ecdpm), and 

the german development institute/

deutsches institut für entwicklung-

spolitik (gdi/die). 

the report is supported by the euro-

pean commission and seven mem-

ber states, namely finland, france, 

germany, luxembourg, spain, swe-

den, and the uk. the report focuses 

on natural resource management in 

developing countries in the context 

of increasing resource scarcity and 

climate change, and attempt to 

provide policy suggestions relating 

to how natural resource manage-

ment can best promote inclusive 

and sustainable growth. time frame: 

december 2010 - march 2012

close to 2 million kenyans  
derive their livelihoods from 
the lake naivasha basin. 
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SouTh africa

EfD/EPru study shows how the 
khomani San might benefit from 
ecotourism in kalahari 

patet’s wife (khomani san community), johane dikgang (epru, uct), patet (khomani san community), gladman thondhlana (rhodes university), willem-schalk 
afrikaner (research assistant - mier community), & serina van wyk (research assistant - mier community). the photo was taken at their craft shops, about 50 km from 

the kgalagadi transfrontier park in the khomani san farmlands, mier local municipality, northern cape province, south africa.

in 1913 THE KHOMANI SAN 

WERE forcefully removed from 

their land to make way for a na-

tional park in the kalahari, or kgalagadi, desert 

in southern africa. today the kgalagadi trans-

frontier park stretches between Botswana and 

south africa but also borders namibia, with 

access from all three countries and 25 percent 

of its area in south africa. it is located 904 km 

from johannesburg and 1,080 km from cape 

town, with the closest airport in upington 260 

km from the park.

after the first democratic elections in 1994, 

the south african government initiated a land 

reform program provided for by the restitution 

of land rights act 22 of 1994. 

“this meant a significant change in land own-

ership in the kalahari area, with implications 

for conservation and sustainability issues,” 

says johane dikgang, efd south africa/epru 

junior research fellow, who is working on his 

phd thesis titled developing a system for sus-

In 1994 the Khomani San “bushmen” community successfully reclaimed land inside and 
outside the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park. Yet despite ownership of a portion of land still 
part of the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, the Khomani San community has never directly 
benefited from tourism revenues from entrance fees. EPRU researchers show how 
voluntary donations earmarked for the Khomani San community by park visitors above 
their entrance fees can be the first step to a better distribution of park profits among 
stakeholders. Furthermore, the researchers show that the Khomani San community does 
value biodiversity conservation in its area making it a reliable partner in conservation.  
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tainable resource use by the khomani san in 

kgalagadi transfrontier park and environment: 

valuing sustainable resource use. 

the kgalagadi transfrontier park is co-

managed by the sanparks, the khomani san 

community and the adjacent mier community. 

the latter was also given land within the park 

in may 2002. in addition to land, the vulner-

able khomani san community was awarded 

the right to sustainable harvesting for cultural, 

traditional and symbolic purposes, both inside 

and outside the park. 

“the sanparks agency has for sometime been 

contemplating giving the khomani san com-

munity access to the broader park to exercise 

their cultural, traditional and symbolic uses in 

accordance with the land claim agreement 

but has been concerned about whether such 

access could result in the overutilization of 

natural resources within the park. they there-

fore published a call for interest in research in 

the kalahari area to help them decide on the 

way forward, and this is how we got involved in 

2009,” says johane dikgang, who is super-

vised by dr. edwin muchapondwa, efd senior 

research fellow and associate professor at 

the university of cape town. muchapondwa 

has extensive experience in environmental 

economics research on national parks in 

southern africa.

in addition to the university of cape town, the 

university of stellenbosch and rhodes uni-

versity are also involved in research projects 

in the area. in 2009 representatives from the 

khomani san and mier communities met with 

researchers to develop research projects to 

explore and document resource use and its 

implications. in 2011 they met again to verify 

and share the findings of the research. fifty-

five representatives from the khomani san 

and mier communities attended the workshop, 

together with researchers from the three uni-

versities. sanparks arranged both meetings.

“we were concerned about how to deliver the 

message. we tried to focus on the implications 

of the results, not technical details. we drew 

charts and presented our findings on posters. 

the khomani san and mier representatives 

were really involved and interactive and could 

confirm our results,” says johane dikgang.

one of his and muchapondwa´s two studies is 

about estimating optimal conservation fees in 

the park. the idea is to ensure that the kho-

mani san community benefits from the tourism 

revenues from conservation fees since they are 

in joint ownership of the park. 

“the first thing to investigate is whether the en-

trance fee, the conservation fee, to the park is 

optimal. if the optimal entrance fee is more than 

what is currently charged, it perhaps suggests 

that there is room to extract more consumer 

surplus from visitors and channel it to the kho-

mani san community,” says johane dikgang. 

of course, optimal pricing strategies that 

aim to maximize revenue for particular parks 

should take into consideration factors such as 

the presence of competing recreational sites, 

environmental concerns, spill-overs to local 

communities, quality of the visitor´s experience 

and the potential impact on the nature-based 

tourism industry as a whole. 

dikgang found that revenue could be maxi-

mized by increasing conservation fees for local 

tourists, who tend to be mainly high income 

earners from major cities in the country. on 

the other hand, the findings also show that the 

conservation fees charged to international visi-

tors are already optimal.

“it is important for parks co-managed with lo-

cal communities as a result of the land restitu-

tion program to play an active role in contribut-

ing positively towards the local economies. 

still, the issue is highly debated in many african 

countries,” says dikgang. 

“our findings suggest that a review of the pric-

ing strategy in national parks is necessary. 

furthermore, there should be encouragement 

of the park agency to gradually share some 

of the revenue generated through conserva-

tion fees with the local communities. there 

are two ways in which this might be started. 

one way is to revise conservation fees to an 

optimal level and share the increased revenues 

with the local communities. another way is to 

facilitate a voluntary community-bound dona-

tion by park visitors in addition to the current 

conservation fee.” says dikgang.

will sharing revenues with the khomani san 

community bring about improved conserva-

tion? this seems highly likely because another 

of the duo’s studies is on the valuation of 

biodiversity conservation by the khomani san 

community. the findings show that the kho-

mani san community, which is relatively new 

to modern conservation and whose attitudes 

towards modern conservation have not been 

evaluated until now, generally attaches

a significant economic value to biodiversity in 

their area. so does the adjacent mier com-

munity, which was studied as comparison. 

despite high unemployment and low house-

hold incomes, most people in the area are 

willing to pay to support sound conservation 

initiatives. however, in order for all members 

of the communities to support biodiversity 

conservation unconditionally, mechanisms for 

fair distribution of the associated costs and 

benefits should be put in place.

field trip to kgalagadi transfrontier park

johane dikgang (epru, uct), patet (khomani san) 
about 50 km from the kgalagadi transfrontier park in 
the khomani san farmlands, mier local municipality, 
northern cape province, south africa.

edwin muchapondwa (epru/uct), johane dikgang 
(epru, uct), and gladman thondhlana (rhodes 
university), together with members of the khomani 
san community. the photo was taken at their craft 
shops, about 50 km from the kgalagadi transfrontier 
park in the khomani san farmlands, mier local 
municipality, northern cape province, south africa.
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TanZania

EfD Tanzania Policy board gets 
researchers and policy makers 
communicating

a 
STRONGER EMPHASIS  

on sustainable growth, interven-

tions to address climate change, 

and better management of natural 

resources for poverty reduction are some 

important outcomes of the efd review of the 

second tanzania´s forward-looking national 

strategy for growth and reduction of poverty 

for 2011-2015, or mkukuta ii (2011-2015).

“the task of reviewing the mkukuta is a 

result of our collaboration,” says arnold mapin-

duzi, senior environment management officer 

at tanzania´s national environment manage-

ment council (nemc) and original member 

of the efd tanzania policy Board. mapinduzi 

continues, “our board member Blandina 

cheche, poverty environment coordinator at 

the vice-president’s office, is coordinating a 

program designed to mainstream environment 

in the mkukuta. thanks to Blandina efd got 

the task of reviewing.” 

another outcome of the board´s dialogue 

is that dr. julius k. ningu, director of the 

environment division at the vice-president’s 

office, held the opening speech (greening 

the economy through Better management 

of wildlife and forestry) of the efd policy day 

2011 in arusha, tanzania, which also started 

that year´s annual meeting. 

arnold mapinduzi recommends efd to increase 

the frequency of meetings where researchers 

Four years ago, Razack Lokina, Research Fellow and Director of EfD Tanzania, 
took the initiative to establish a research policy board for his EfD Center. The 

aim was to facilitate transfer of research findings to decision makers and other 
stakeholders, as well as to bring in ideas about what types of research are actually 

needed by society. One of the direct results of the establishment of the board is 
the EfD participation in the review of Tanzania´s National Strategy for Growth and 

Reduction of Poverty (2005-2010) commonly abbreviated as MKUKUTA in Kiswahili. 
The ideas to further enhance research policy dialogue are abundant.

from left Blandina cheche, poverty environment coordinator, vice-president’s office, claude mung’ongo, professor at the university of dar es salaam’s institute 
of resource assessment, arnold mapinduzi, senior environmental management officer, the national environment management council (nemc), and salvatory 
macha , efd project administrator.
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can deliver their messages to various stake-

holders, decision makers, and the public:

“whether in tanzania or other countries, the 

efd initiative is a very important program be-

cause it’s bringing the essence of environmen-

tal economics, the valuing of environment and 

natural resources, into decision making and 

development processes,” says mapinduzi.

Mapinduzi has plenty of ideas for  

better knowledge transfer 

one is that efd researchers could teach staff 

from nemc and other ministries the basics of 

environmental economics, just to give them a 

rough idea about for instance environmental 

valuation, accounting and integrated ecosys-

tems assessment. the efd tanzania policy 

Board could also organize policy brief sessions 

for different stakeholders that include policy 

makers, and sessions to present findings to 

news media. like the board collaboration, pol-

icy meetings can affect the research agenda 

so that efd research is carried out in certain 

valuable areas at the policy and household 

levels, he says.

“and through a media session, where you 

package your presentation in simple ways 

towards policy makers, you can reach the 

general public and decision makers. 

whether or not i end up reading a report or 

academic paper often depends on whether i 

find it in the news media,” says mapinduzi. 

during the policy day 2011, members of the 

policy board also took the opportunity to chal-

lenge efd researchers. several news media 

reported from the day and for example the 

guardian reported under the heading re-

searchers chall-enged to reach out to ordinary 

people, see page 6, efd policy day at the 

annual meeting.

arnold mapinduzi, senior environmental 
management officer, the national environment 
management council (nemc), and member of efd 

tanzania policy board.

dr. razack lokina, research fellow and director of 
efd tanzania

Blandina cheche, poverty environment coordinator, 
vice-president’s office, and member of efd tanzania 
policy board.

The ideas to further enhance research 
policy dialogue are abundant.
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EfD China/Environmental Economics 

Program in China (EEPC): 

courses on environmental and natural re-

source economics are continued being given 

to both undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents at peking university. collaboration with 

international universities and institutions such 

as resources for the future, university of cali-

fornia, Berkeley, and university of gothenburg 

are on sending phd students and co-authoring 

papers. four faculty members including two 

professors and one associate professor at col-

lege of environmental sciences and engineer-

ing, and one assistant professor at national 

school of development, joined eepc in 2011.

EfD Kenya 

incorporated one of the msc students from 

nairobi university, school of economics into 

the park pricing project. the student was as-

sisted to collect the relevant data needed and 

production of his msc thesis.  efd research 

associates were also involved in teaching 

undergraduate and graduate students and 

supervision of msc and phd students. 

EfD South Africa/Environmental 

Economics Policy Research Unit 

(EPRU): 

environmental economics honours students 

were involved in an epru project on the im-

pacts of climate change on rural municipalities 

in south africa.  the students were exposed to 

the problem faced by government, and were 

tasked with literature reviews and a conducting 

a research project in teams of two, on different 

municipalities in south africa.  information was 

gathered from the municipalities themselves 

and the students were evaluated the costs of 

extreme climatic events and the impacts that 

dealing with these events had had on mu-

nicipalities’ willingness to prioritize adaptation 

measures for climate change.

acaDEmic capacity builDing top outcomEs 

the efd academic capacity building component is designed to minimize the shortage of 
trained environmental economists in developing countries by supporting undergraduate and 
postgraduate studies in environmental economics and by building the capacity of local public 
universities through teaching support, research grants, books and other support. linking 
research with academia is one of the unique features of efd. 

apart from research, efd research fellows are teaching and supervising 

a number of undergraduate and postgraduate environmental econo-

mist students. students are getting a chance to learn evidence based 

courses. in addition to teaching their university students, african efd 

researchers are also assisting the african economics research consor-

tium (aerc) postgraduate economics program by teaching environmen-

tal related courses. 

efd research fellows mainly teach environmental economics, natural 

resource economics and environmental evaluation courses. the table 

“academic capacity building – number of courses 2011” summarizes 

number of courses taught in environmental economics, total number of 

students attending these courses and number of thesis supervised by 

efd fellows at the respective center in 2011. when it comes to teach-

ing, kenya stands out with almost 410 undergraduate students taking 

environmental economics courses along with 19 ma students. all 

centers are involved in phd programs and there is also a close collabo-

ration between these programs and the specialization courses given 

at the environmental economics unit, university of gothenburg. while 

the actual courses are the responsibilities of the academic institutions, 

efd supports with theses grants and links and experiences to make the 

academic programs more grounded in research and policy work.

acaDEmic capacity builDing 

efd china: eepc weekly meeting and discussion.
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

-

2 (60 students)

-

2 (410 students)

1 (10 students)

3 (45 students)

MSC COURSES 

7 (102 students)

2 (20 students)

-

1 (19 students)

3 (54 students)

2 (28 students)

PHD COURSES

1 (20 students)

2 (17 students)

-

1 (10 students)

1 (4 students)

-

Central America

China

Ethiopia

Kenya

South Africa

Tanzania

Academic capacity building – Number of courses 2011

note: there were no students who took concentration area courses in the masters (msc) program at the school of 

economics of the addis ababa university, ethiopia, during the 2010/11 academic year. however, students who took the 

concentration area courses in the 2009/10 academic year wrote their msc theses in 2010/11.

EfD Ethiopia/The Environmental 

Economics Policy Forum (EEPFE) 

disseminated 27 discussion papers each to over 

10 institutions in ethiopia targeting higher learn-

ing institutions (addis ababa university, jimma 

university, gondar university, Bahirdar university, 

hawassa university, dilla university, arbaminch 

university), federal environmental protection au-

thority, ethiopian economics association, edri, 

and others. in addition eepfe staff supervised 

6 master theses. eepfe also provided master’s 

theses grants and book support to the school of 

economics of the addis ababa university.

EfD Tanzania 

have supported and facilitated ma and phd 

researches: the top outcome is the success-

fully completion of 3 ma and 1 phd researches 

and the development of the training manual 

on mainstreaming environment and poverty in 

policy and planning process.

efd central america: professor paul j. ferraro and participants in the 
environmental and resource economics training course on impact 
evaluation, organized by efd partner laceep at catie campus in july 
2011. twenty-eight practitioners and students from countries across latin 
america and the caribbean completed course.

efd south africa: mare sarr (number three from left) was a visiting lecturer in 
environmental economics i, joint facility for electives, african economic research 
consortium.

EfD Central America/Research Program 

in Economics and Environment for 

Development in Central America: 

the research program in economics and environ-

ment for development at catie, with financial sup-

port from the climate change and water program 

of the international development research centre 

(idrc) of canada, launched a new project called 

“strengthening the capacity building and research 

in environmental economics to study the links 

between water and climate change”. this project 

is a three year collaboration between laceep, efd 

central america, and the cede at the universidad 

de los andes, colombia. this initiative seeks to 

promote capacity building for research, analysis, 

and evaluation of the impacts of climate change 

and water, using environmental economics prin-

ciples and tools. the research starts in 2012.
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phD program in climatE  
Economics at thE univErsity oF gothEnburg
the environmental economics unit (eeu) at the university of gothen-

burg offers a phd program in climate economics which is intended to 

build analytic capacity in the area of climate economics in developing 

countries. this program will be a continuation of the former program but 

with a heavier emphasis on climate change as the prime environmental 

problem of our time.

this program, with admission september 2012, is supported by the 

swedish international development cooperation agency (sida). six full 

scholarships are open to applicants from developing countries only. 

the deadline for applications was 1st april 2012 for the academic year 

2012/2013.

as before, the program includes one year of general economics courses, 

followed by one year of specialization courses and two and a half years 

of data collection and thesis writing. we now offer a full semester of 

specialization courses on climate economics involving environmental 

valuation, natural resource economics, climate and ecosystem change 

and policy instruments for environmental and climate economics.

the purpose of the program is to strengthen capacity in developing 

countries, and in particular the capacity to teach environmental and 

climate economics at university level and to establish a firm basis for 

research that can be used for policy advice.

this program is a phd in economics – but it is also more than that. we 

believe that climate, as many environmental issues, requires a proper 

grounding and collaboration with other disciplines and we will work in 

close collaboration with physical resource theory at chalmers technical 

university to give students a deep understanding of climate and energy 

issues from the viewpoint of the relevant natural science and technical 

aspects. more detailed information on http://www.economics.handels.

gu.se/english/units+and+centra/environmental-economics/education/

information_for_applicants_to_the_phd_program

nEw cEntEr For EnvironmEntal  
Economics rEsEarch “cEErac” is born in ghana
the acute shortage of local capacity to undertake policy relevant 

research on natural resources management in sub-sahara african coun-

tries, including ghana, is seriously threatening the survival of renewable 

resources including rainforest stocks, capture fish stocks, aquifers, and 

agricultural soil. to complement the efforts of the environment for devel-

opment initiative and the center for environmental economics policy in 

africa at strengthening crucial local research capacity, dr. wisdom akpa-

lu, a product of the phd program at the environmental economics unit 

in gothenburg and an efd associate, has established and is directing a 

center in ghana called “center for environmental economics research & 

consultancy (ceerac)”.

“institutions such as environment for development initiative and the 

center for environmental economics policy in africa have made very 

significant strides at addressing the problem but an enormous and 

increasing gap still persists. this is why i have established the center for 

environmental economics research & consultancy in ghana,” says dr. 

wisdom akpalu, efd associate. 

the ceerac center is strongly committed to undertaking high quality 

research, disseminate research output to the general public and policy 

makers, and provide research training to junior researchers. 

over the past three years, with the support of ceepa, the center 

organized summer schools in ghana to provide training in quantitative 

research methods applied to environment and development economics. 

the results are very encouraging, yielding four working papers within 

2012. some key findings: 

•	 Research	project	on	optimum	reserve	size,	fishing	induced	carrying	

capacity change and phenotypic diversity: we found that a reserve size 

which maximizes economic rents could collapse fish stocks if fishing 

impacts on carrying capacity and diversity are not accounted for, but an 

optimum reserve could improve the resilience of marine ecosystems.

•	 Research	project	on	access	to	microfinance	and	intra	household	busi-

ness decision making among female agro-processors: the study found 

that enterprises with male spousal influence were less efficient than 

their counterparts that were independently managed by the women. 

the center is currently seeking collaborations and core financial support 

for its initiatives. please contact dr. wisdom akpalu at akpaluw@ceerac.

org if you intend to support our training and research initiatives. 

webpage center for environmental economics research & consultancy 

in ghana: www.ceerac.org
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21 researchers and phd students from across the globe attend the course 
environmental valuation that was held at the environmental economics 
unit (eeu), university of gothenburg 7 november – 9 december 2011.

martin persson

efd associate wisdom akpalu was an eeu-sida phd scholar, 
and completed his phd at the university of gothenburg in 
september 2006. akpalu has established and is directing a center 
in ghana called “center for environmental economics research & 
consultancy (ceerac).
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six EFD cEntErs

ThE yEar 2011 MarkED the beginning of 

the new phase for research program in eco-

nomics and environment for development in 

central america hosted at catie (efd central 

america). we have managed to establish a 

think tank that sets the standard for high-

quality policy-relevant research in the central 

american region, and more broadly in latin 

america. the key to success is a combina-

tion of (1) a small but strong in-house team of 

senior researchers, (2) an active networking 

effort to attract scientist from top european 

and north american universities to work with 

topics prioritized in our research agenda, (3) 

the creation of a nurturing environment for 

young researchers, who gradually acquire 

increasing responsibilities, and (4) the use of 

efd funding to enable creative thinking around 

our prioritized topics and attract other sources 

of research funding to support the resulting 

research agenda. these four synergetic ele-

ments have created a dynamic and creative 

environment, and consolidating it into the 

future is the main goal of our strategic thinking.

an important development in 2011 was maria 

naranjo’s appointment as deputy director of 

efd. her energy and exceptional organizational 

skills led to very successful 2011 from an 

administrative perspective. her success was 

underlined by francisco alpízar’s sabbatical 

at gothenburg university for most of the year. 

his stay led to much research interaction and 

many new research projects that will support 

the center’s finances during coming years.

this report presents some of the most impor-

tant results during 2011 and highlights a few 

of the interaction stories between our team of 

researchers and policymakers. these stories 

capture well the efforts that in both high-quality 

research and policy incidence. in some cases 

success in these two dimensions requires that 

policymakers get on board a highly technical 

research program from its very beginning, for 

example in our work in the field of payment 

for ecosystem services. in other cases careful 

navigation among multiple stakeholders with a 

myriad of diverging interests is required, as in 

our work with concessions in national parks.

following our 2011 research agenda, we 

forged new alliances both in the region and 

outside central america. catie and the 

national forestry financing fund (fonafifo) 

signed a framework agreement of cooperation 

with the goal of contributing jointly to support 

rural development and sustainable forestry 

in costa rica; to this end our program will 

work as the liaison between the organizations. 

also, we engaged in a three-year partner-

ship between efd, laceep and the center 

of economic development studies (cede) 

at university of los andes in colombia, with 

financial support from the idrc-climate 

change and water initiative, to strengthen 

research capacity in environmental economics, 

adaptation to climate change and hydrological 

resources in latin america. late in the year, we 

were able to secure a grant from the german 

government’s international climate initiative 

of the federal ministry for the environment, 

nature conservation and nuclear safety 

(Bmu) in support of joint research activities 

with conservation international on the project 

ecosystem-Based adaptation for smallholder 

subsistence and coffee farming communities 

in central america. the grant will cover five 

years of research.

in terms of capacity building and the creation of 

a nurturing environment for academic thinking, 

we maintain throughout the year a very active 

seminar series, as a place to learn about peers’ 

research and share ideas. our researchers 

also had the opportunity to participate in two 

courses in environmental economics through 

laceep. one was taught by steve polasky 

from the university of minnesota on the eco-

nomics of ecosystem services and Biodiversity. 

the second was by paul ferraro from georgia 

state university on policy and program impact 

evaluation. ferraro joined us again as visiting 

researcher for six months in january 2012.

none of this would be possible without the 

commitment of each individual member of our 

staff, from scientist to administrative personnel. 

moreover, having the trust of research partners 

and funding organizations is both an honor and 

source of inspiration for the year to come.

in 2012 we will have the pleasure of hosting the 

annual efd initiative’s meeting and policy day, 

so we welcome you in advance to our house 

and promise to do everything in our power to 

organize a great event. see you soon!

francisco alpízar maría a. naranjo

director  deputy director

cEntral amErica 
mEssagE From our cEntEr DirEctors

maría a. naranjo, deputy director, and 
francisco alpízar director
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Local researchers and staff

•	 Ph.D.	Francisco	Alpízar,	Director	

and senior research fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Juan	Robalino,	Senior	research	fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Alvaro	Umaña,	Senior	research	fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Adriana	Chacón,	Senior	research	fellow

•	 M.Sc.	Róger	Madrigal,	Research	fellow

•	 Anna	Nordén,	PhD	candidate

•	 M.Sc.	Maria	A.	Naranjo,	Deputy	

director and research fellow

•	 MALD	Carlos	L.	Muñoz	Brenes,	

policy analyst and research fellow

•	 M.Sc.	Laura	Villalobos,	Research	fellow

•	 BSc.	Irene	Burgues,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 BSc.	Catalina	Sandoval,	

junior research fellow

•	 Susan	Burton,	Junior	research	fellows

•	 BSc.	José	Fernando	Jiménez	Pereira

•	 MBA.	Alberto	Vargas,	Administrative	support

•	 Lizette	Delgado,	Administrative	

and secretarial support 

•	 Andrea	Castro,	Secretarial	support

Domestic research associates

•	 PhD.	Raffaele	Vignola,	Associate	

research fellow

•	 Pablo	Imbach,	Associate	Research	Fellow

International research associates

•	 Thomas	Sterner,	Senior	Research	Fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Allen	Blackman,	Research	Associate

•	 Salvatore	Di	Falco,	Research	Associate

•	 Peter	Martinsson,	Research	Fellow

•	 Jorge	Rivera,	Research	Associate

•	 Fredrik	Carlsson,	Research	Associate

•	 Clara	Inés	Villegas	Palacio,	

research associate

efd central america/research program in economics and environment for development in 
central america has an extended list of national and international partners which provide a wide 
range of network support to projects and initiatives around the core issues in research, policy 
advice, and training. this network has been built on throughout the years the center has been 
in operation. our goal is to solidify our current alliances and to broaden our network in order to 
achieve greater impact in central america. we recently signed an agreement with costa rica´s 
national forestry financing fund (fonafifo) which would allow us to continue our work on 
ecosystem services and payments schemes. in collaboration with alexander pfaff from the 
sanford school of public policy at duke university, efd-ca is working on evaluations of impacts 
of protected areas in costa rica, mexico, and Brazil, with financial support from the inter-
american development Bank and the inter-american institute for global change research.

the work on protected areas in costa rica continues to tackle issues on evaluation, financing, 
and decentralization of the provision of basic services but is expanding by including institutional 
and policy analysis of the impacts of climate change on biodiversity and ecosystem services 
provision. this is done in collaboration with the nature conservancy, the national system of 
protected areas (sinac), and the forever costa rica association.

contact us
you are most welcome to contact efd central america/research 
program in economics and environment for development:

efd central america, programa idea
catie 7170, turrialba 30501, cartago, costa rica 
phone: +506 2558 2624, faX: +506 2558 2625
email: efd@catie.ac.cr, www.efdinitiative.org/central-america

networks donors and funding
efd central america/research program in economics and 
environment for development in central america offers an attractive 
opportunity for institutions providing financial support for research 
and partners interested in our activities and innovative programmatic 
agenda. we are grateful for the trust and support provided by 
donors and partners during 2011:

1) latin american and caribbean environmental economics program   
   (laceep)
2) the tinker foundation
3) duke university
4) international development research centre (idrc)
5) other sources of founding in minor research contracts include:  
   the nature conservancy, conservation international, giZ, nina,   
   interamerican 
    development Bank, among others
6) swedish international development cooperation agency (sida)  
    through the  efd initiative
 
list of donors funding by donor during 2011
1) laceep (idrc, epm) 20,90%
2) tinker foundation  8,40%
3) idrc (water and climate change project)  4,80%
4) duke university 17,90%
5) other via efd  25,10%
6) sida/efd funding 22,80%
 
sida/efd funding as share of total center 
budget (incl. univ. salaries) 22,80%

from left first row: andrea castro, francisco alpízar, alberto vargas. second row: adriana 
Chacón,	Róger	Madrigal,	Laura	Villalobos,	Lizette	Delgado.
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in china, Many EconoMic analyses 

point to the facts that the policy of environ-

mental protection such as pollution control and 

emission reduction has been undercut by over-

emphasis of economic development goals at 

the local level, while in natural resource side 

economic opportunity has been much limited 

by fast expansion of government sponsored 

ecological programs. examples of failure of 

government program dealing with poverty 

reduction are abundant in the natural resource 

sector in particular, while the government is 

realizing the importance of sustainable devel-

opment and paying more attention to it. the 

chinese government, in its newly promulgated 

guideline of the “twelfth five-year plan (2011-

2015)”, has addressed its strong determination 

and emphasis on clean, green technology 

and sustainable development, and ranked as 

no.1 in clean energy investment globally, and 

believed to take the lead on green race while 

maintaining a stable economic growth rate at 8 

per cent in the coming years.

the environmental economics program in 

china (eepc) is a research program focusing 

on applied policy research. in particular it at-

tempts to identify the areas of climate and en-

vironmental policy improvement and address 

the policy needs in conducting social and eco-

nomic assessment of ongoing public program. 

most of the eepc works focused on forest 

policy, in recent years on reforming of state 

forest sector and collective tenure system. 

these two themes have been of top priority on 

the agenda of central government and have 

merged into the broader national agenda of 

establishing a new countryside. eepc’s other 

research arenas include water pricing policies, 

carbon sequestration monitoring, air pollution 

control and urban transportation, industrial 

enterprise behavior in pollution, etc. 

researches and investigations of eepc have 

provided academia and the government agen-

cies most comprehensive information with 

regard to baseline situation in both state and 

collective forest sectors. it has been widely 

acknowledged that lack of appropriate mecha-

nism and incentive in the state forest sector 

underpins more severe poverty in forested 

areas and unsatisfactory performance of forest 

resource conservation. By end of 2010, 20 

provinces have launched forest tenure reform 

policies. policy recommendations made by 

eepc researchers are influential during the 

reform process of china’s forest sectors. 

during 2011, eepc has completed its second-

round survey in the eight provinces that was 

surveyed in 2006-2007, with the aim of a com-

prehensive evaluation of the reform and pro-

viding policy recommendations to cope with 

current problems and future challenges. on 

state forest sector, eepc has undertaken in-

depth studies and prepared a drafted plan for 

future reform for the state forestry administra-

tion. eepc has also collaborated with Beijing 

transportation research center and provided 

policy recommendations for Beijing municipal 

commission of transportation. in addition, 

eepc has been engaged in the monitoring and 

assessment of carbon accounting induced by 

agricultural technological changes. 

during 2011 the total number of peer-reviewed 

publication on international journals amounts 

to 7.

on capacity building, eepc has devoted 

to graduate and undergraduate courses on 

environmental and natural resource econom-

ics at peking university, and collaborating with 

international universities and institutions such 

as resources for the future, university of cali-

fornia, Berkeley, and university of gothenburg. 

By 2011 eepc has 4 faculty members includ-

ing two professors and one associate profes-

sor at college of environmental sciences and 

engineering, and one assistant professor at 

national school of development.

jintao Xu

director 

china 
mEssagE From our cEntEr DirEctor

professor jintao Xu, director

professor jintao Xu, director, and dr. ping 
Qin, deputy coordinator

six EFD cEntErs
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Local researchers and staff

•	 Professor	Jintao	Xu,	Director	and	

senior research fellow

•	 Professor	Shiqiu	Zhang,	

senior research fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Jianhua	Xu,	Senior	Research	fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Ping	Qin	Senior	Research	

fellow and deputy director

•	 Min	Wang,	Senior	Research	fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Michael	Bennett,	Visiting	scholar

•	 Ph.D.	Haipeng	Zhang	Visiting	scholar

•	 Ph.D.	Xuemei	Jiang	Visiting	scholar

•	 MSc.	Hui	He	Research	fellow

•	 Jie	Li,	Research	fellow

•	 Yuanyuan	Yi,	Communication	

officer and research fellow

•	 Ling	Li	Administrative	assistant

Domestic research associates

•	 Dr.	Jing	Cao	of	Dept.	of	Economics	

at tsinghua university

•	 Dr.	Wanxin	Li,	School	of	Public	Policy	

and management at tsinghua university 

and city university of hong kong

•	 Dr.	Haoran	He,	Beijing	Normal	University

International associates

•	 Lunyu	Xie,	Ph.D.	Candidate,	Dept.	of	

agricultural and resource economics 

at university of california, Berkeley,

•	 Ph.D.	Priscilla	Cooke	St.	Clair	of	

pacific lutheran university

•	 Professor	Stein	Holden	of	Dept.	of	

economics and resource management 

at norwegian university of life sciences

•	 Professor	Fredrik	Carlsson	of	Dept.	of	

economics at university of gothenburg

eepc has close collaboration with a broad range of internal and international research networks, 
including the national natural science foundation of china (nsfc) and our brother research 
institutes and universities such as chinese academy of social sciences (for example, the rural 
development institute, http://rdi.cass.cn ), chinese academy of sciences (for example, the 
center for chinese agricultural policy, www.ccap.org.cn ), chinese academy of agricultural 
sciences (for example, the institute of environment and sustainable development in agriculture, 
www.ieda.org.cn), chinese academy of forestry sciences (for example, the research institute 
of forestry policy and information, www.lyzc.org.cn/kxs.htm), tsinghua university (www.
tsinghua.edu.cn ), city university of hong kong (www.cityu.edu.hk ), renmin university of china 
(www.ruc.edu.cn ), Beijing forestry university (www.bjfu.edu.cn ), Beijing normal university 
(www.bnu.edu.cn ), the national school of development (the former china center for economic 
research of peking university, www.nsd.edu.cn ), center for economic and development 
research of state forest administration, Beijing transportation research center, and so on.

internationally, eepc’s research network embraces the entire efd family, the world Bank, the 
ford foundation, rights and resources initiative, forest trend in the us, international institute 
for environment and development (iied), unep, undp, eepsea (idrc), environmental defense, 
and universities such as university of california, Berkeley, norwegian university of life sciences, 
university of gothenburg, pacific lutheran university, university of rhode island, and so on.

contact us
you are most welcome to contact efd china/environmental economics program in china 
(eepc): efd china

environmental economics program in china 
peking university, rm 322, lao di Xue lou, peking university, Beijing 100871, china
phone: +86 10 62767657, email: eepc@pku.edu.cn, www.efdinitiative.org/centers/china 

networks donors and funding
during the year of 2011 eepc has received both financial and orga-
nizational support from the efd initiative, the world Bank, rights and 
resources initiative, the state forest administration of china, and 
ministry of environmental protection (mep).

through the six years since the foundation of eepc, we have also 
received extensive support from the ford foundation, forest trend, 
international institute for environment and development (iied), 
international development research center (idrc), national natural 
sciences foundation of china (nsfc), etc.
 
number of donors 4

list of donors funding by donor during 2011
1) mep  5.48%
2) the world Bank 9.52%
3) sfa 17.42%
4) rri 25.89%
5) efd 41.69%
 
sida/efd funding as share of total center budget 
(incl. univ. salaries) 41.69%

A picture of eepC/ efd China
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ThE EnvironMEnTal economics policy 

forum for ethiopia (eepfe) based at the ethio-

pian development research institute (edri) is 

one of six efd (environment for development) 

centers located in six countries. these centers 

are coordinated from the environmental 

economics unit at the university of gothen-

burg in sweden (where the efd secretariat 

is based) with resources for the future as a 

partner involved in research and publication of 

discussion paper and book series. eepfe has 

the main objective of supporting sustainable 

development and poverty reduction through 

increased use of environmental econom-

ics in policy making processes in ethiopia. it 

attempts to achieve these through research, 

policy interaction and training.

the year 2011 has been another year of impor-

tant achievements for eepfe building on what 

has been done in previous years. the main 

research projects that have been implemented 

during 2011 include impacts of biofuel invest-

ments on economic growth, poverty and the 

external sector in ethiopia; review of common 

pool resource management institutions in ethi-

opia; common property forest management 

and implications for redd in ethiopia;  and 

implications of weather and climate for food 

security in ethiopia. on-going research proj-

ects in ethiopia in 2012 include economywide 

implications of biofuels for ghg emissions and 

profitability of biofuels; analysis of common 

pool resource management institutions; natural 

resource scarcity and human capital; and 

determinants of agro-forestry practices.  

in addition to participation of researchers of the 

forum in a number of seminars, workshops 

and conferences in and outside ethiopia, the 

forum co-organized one workshop on climate 

change with the ethiopian development 

research institute. this workshop was held in 

addis ababa in july 2011.  

members of the forum also attended expert 

group meetings held on climate and energy in 

africa as well as sustainable development re-

port in africa organized by the african climate 

policy center (acpc) at uneca and the food 

security and sustainable development divi-

sion of uneca, respectively. members of the 

forum also participated in and presented a pa-

per at the first conference on climate change 

and development in africa mainly organized by 

acpc based at uneca and was held in addis 

ababa. the forum’s work in particular and 

those of efd in general were also introduced to 

participants of this conference at an exhibition.  

a staff of the forum has also been a member 

of a national level technical committee that 

was responsible for the production of a green 

growth strategy for ethiopia. this became 

part of the country’s climate resilient green 

economy strategy which was launched in no-

vember 2011 and presented at the 17th cop 

of the unfccc in durban, south africa as the 

only such strategy in africa.

as before, the forum plans to continue its work 

on research, policy interaction and training 

over the coming years building on the achieve-

ments in the past. details of the forum’s work 

during 2011 (presented in this report for 2011) 

as well as other information about the forum 

can be found at www.efdinitiative.org/centers/

ethiopia.

alemu mekonnen

director 

Ethiopia 
mEssagE From our cEntEr DirEctor

alemu mekonnen, director 

six EFD cEntErs
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to achieve its goal, eepfe is working with different governmental and non-governmental 
organizations like ministry of agriculture (moa), environmental protection authority (epa), african 
climate policy center (acpc), forum for environment (ffe), climate change forum for ethiopia, 
sustainable land use forum (sluf), and the international food policy research institute (ifpri)

contact us
you are most welcome to contact efd ethiopia/environmental 
economics policy forum for ethiopia (eepfe)

environmental economics policy forum for ethiopia (eepfe)
ethiopian development research institute (edri), 
Blue Building, near national stadium, south wing
office numbers 401, 402, 408, 409, fourth floor
p.o. Box 2479, addis ababa, ethiopia 
tel: +251-11-5506066/+251-11-5538632, fax: +251-11-5505588
email: eepfe@ethionet.et, www.efdinitiative.org/centers/ethiopia 

networks donors and funding
sida is the main funding agency for the efd initiative. starting from 
2010, eepfe was involved in issues focusing on climate conventions, 
climate finance, carbon trading, and carbon markets with focus 
on africa in general and ethiopia in particular. this is a joint activity 
with edri through partial funding from the african capacity 
Building foundation (acBf) and continued in 2011. in addition, sida 
financed the climate change workshop co-organized with our host 
institution, edri, which was held in addis ababa, ethiopia, on 20 
july 2011.

 
number of donors 2

list of Donors funding by donor during 2011
1) acBf  7.04%
2) sida 92.96%
 
sida/efd funding as share of total center budget 
(incl. univ. salaries) 92.96%

efd ethiopia/eepFe Staff from left tsehay Ataklt, Zelealem Gebremedhin, Abebe damte, 
Alemu Mekonnen, rahel deribe, Zenebe Gebreegziabher.

Local researchers and staff

•	 Ph.D.	Alemu	Mekonnen,	Center	director	

and senior research fellow 

•	 Ph.D.	Zenebe	Gebreegziabher,	

senior research fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Tekie	Alemu,	Senior	Research	Fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Tadele	Ferede,	Senior	Research	Fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Sosina	Bezu,	Research	Fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Abebe	Damte,	Research	Fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Fantu	Guta,	Research	Fellow

•	 Ph.D.	Adane	Tuffa,	Research	Fellow

•	 M.Sc.	Rahel	Deribe,	Junior	Research	Fellow

•	 M.Sc.	Zelealem	Gebremedhin,	

project manager

•	 M.Sc.	Samuel	Abera,	Data	Manager

•	 M.Sc.	Tsehay	Ataklt,	Communication	Officer

Domestic research associates

•	 Ph.D.	Gete	Zeleke,	Avallo	International	

research development, ethiopia

•	 Ph.D.	Fitsum	Hagos,	International	Water	

management institute, ethiopia

•	 Ph.D.	Candidate,	Demissie	

damte, department of economics, 

university of gothenburg

•	 Ph.D.	Berhanu	Gebremedhin,	ILRI	-	Ethiopia	

International research associates

•	 Ph.D.	Yonas	Alem,	Department	of	

economics, university of gothenburg

•	 Professor,	Stein	Holden,	Norwegian	

university of life sciences, norway

•	 Ph.D.,	Salvatore	Di	Falco,	London	School	

of economics, united kingdom

•	 Professor,	Randall	Bluffstone,	

portland state university, usa

•	 Ph.D.	Mintewab	Bezabih,	University	

of portsmouth, united kingdom

•	 Ph.D.	Klaus	Deininger,	The	World	Bank

•	 Ph.D.	Candidate,	Haileselassie	

medhin, department of economics, 

university of gothenburg

•	 Ph.D.	Candidate,	Hailemariam	

teklewold, department of economics, 

university of gothenburg

•	 Professor,	Fredrik	Carlsson,	Department	

of economics, university of gothenburg

•	 Professor,	Erwin	Hendricus	Bulte,	

tilburg university, the netherlands

•	 Professor,	Jesper	Stage,	Department	of	

economics, university of gothenburg

•	 PhD.	Menale	Kassie,	CGIAR

•	 Professor,	Peter	Martinsson,	Department	

of economics, university of gothenburg

•	 Associate	Professor,	Gunnar	

kohlin, department of economics, 

university of gothenburg

•	 Ph.D.	Candidate,	Dambala	Gelo,	

university of pretoria, south africa
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ThE EfD iniTiaTivE in kEnya was 

established and anchored at kippra where 

it continues to operate from. efd kenya’s 

overall goal is to improve the integration and 

mainstreaming of environmental concerns 

into the country’s planning and development 

processes. it recognizes the importance 

of the environmental concerns in achieving 

economic development and poverty reduc-

tion. efd kenya therefore continues to make 

substantial contribution in promoting the use of 

environmental economics tools to shape policy 

directions in kenya. we are delighted to share 

with you our annual report for 2011, detailing 

some of the activities we engaged in at the 

center level.

as promised in our last annual report, we 

scaled up our networking efforts. we have 

been able to establish and undertake research 

interactions and activities with the cgiar 

centers that include the international livestock 

research institute (ilri) and cimmyt, and the 

ministry of environment and mineral resources 

(memr). with both ilri and memr, we are in-

volved in research projects on climate change 

that are briefly outlined below. climate change 

is a serious developmental problem and we at 

efd-k strive to be at the forefront to provide 

research and policy solutions to the complexi-

ties of climate change to our economy. 

on the research front, we continue to engage 

actively with our research associates on 

different research projects that focus on the 

broader efd themes. in 2011, our centre’s 

research activities were mainly on the forest 

management reforms project. this is a project 

that has been running since 2009 and we 

were keen to finalize on some of the outputs 

that were pending. to this end, we have some 

draft papers that are to be subjected to the 

efd discussion papers review process and a 

draft book chapter.  a major research outcome 

for our center was the involvement in develop-

ing the action plan for implementation of the 

national climate change response strategy 

(nccrs) by the ministry of environment and 

mineral resources (memr).  this activity was 

carried over to 2012. in terms of policy interac-

tion in 2011 our main activity was the participa-

tion in production of the european report on 

development (erd 2012) whose theme was 

‘effective natural resource management for 

inclusive and sustainable growth in the context 

of increased scarcity and climate change: what 

role for the public and private sector’. in 2011, 

we also incorporated one (1) msc. student into 

one of our projects, the park pricing project 

where he was assisted with gathering data and 

production of his thesis. Besides, the center 

also actively participated in the preparation 

of the kenya state of environment report 

2010 that was published in 2011 by national 

environment management authority (nema) 

and united nations environment programme 

(unep).  there are other research activities 

that we were involved in as a center much of 

which is elaborated in the report.

the center researchers also participated in a 

number of local and international seminars, 

workshops and conferences, the details of 

which can be found in this report. towards the 

end of 2011, the center was mainly involved in 

transitional arrangement activities in readiness 

for its relocation to the school of economics, 

university of nairobi beginning 2012. in the 

coming years the center intends to build on the 

past successes to upscale its research, capac-

ity building and policy interaction initiatives. it 

will do this by maintaining a close working re-

lationship with its network members especially 

kippra and the school of economics. we 

hope that you will find this report comprehensi-

ble, informative and interesting. your feedback 

regarding the information contained here will 

be highly appreciated. enjoy your reading.

wilfred nyangena

coordinator

KEnya
mEssagE From our cEntEr DirEctors

wilfred nyangena, coordinator

six EFD cEntErs
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Local researchers and staff

•	 Ph.D.	Wilfred	Nyangena,	Coordinator	

and research fellow

•	 MSc.	Geophrey	Sikei,	Junior	Research	

fellow/ program assistant

 

Domestic research associates

•	 Ph.D.	Paul	Guthiga	–	International	

livestock research institute (ilri)

•	 Ph.D	Candidate,	Maurice	

ogada - international livestock 

research institute (ilri)

•	 Ph.D.	Candidate,	John	Mutua,	

university of nairobi and energy 

regulatory commission of kenya 

•	 Ph.D.	James	Njogu	–	Kenya	

wildlife services (kws)

•	 Ph.D,	John	Omiti,	KIPPRA

•	 Ph.D.	Richard	Mulwa	–	Department	of	

agriculture economics, university of nairobi

•	 Ph.D.	Joseph	Onjala	–	Institute	of	

development studies (ids), uon

•	 PhD	Candidate,	Fred	Owegi,	World	

Bank and, wageningen university

•	 Ph.D.	Peter	Kimuyu	–	School	of	

economics, university of nairobi

•	 Ph.D.	Jane	Mariara	-	School	of	

economics, university of nairobi

•	 Ph.D.	Moses	Ikiara,	KIPPRA

 

International research associates

•	 Ph.D.	Candidate,	Simon	Wagura,	Department	

of economics, university of gothenburg

•	 PhD	Menale	Kassies	–	CIMMYT,	Nairobi

•	 PhD	Kofi	Vondolia	–	UNEP,	Nairobi

in order to effectively make an impact in its mandate, efd kenya has developed good working 
relationship with other regional and national research and policy oriented organizations in the 
country. it has gained considerable trust and credibility in the face of both public and private insti-
tutions. it has a strong working relationship with reputable institutions in the country that include, 
national environment management authority (nema), kenya institute for public policy research 
and analysis (kippra), united nations environment programme (unep), icraf, world wildlife 
fund (wwf), kenya wildlife service (kws), the cgiar centers (ilri, cymmt) among others.

contact us
you are most welcome to contact efd kenya:

efd kenya
kenyan institute for public policy research and analysis (kippra),
Bishops garden towers, second floor, 
Bishops road, Box 56445-00200, nairobi, kenya 
tel.+254-20-2719933/4, fax.+254-20-2719951
e-mail: nyangena_wilfred@uonbi.ac.ke, www.efdinitiative.org/centers/kenya

networks donors and funding
efd kenya is mainly supported by the swedish international 
development cooperation agency (sida).
 
number of donors 1

list of donors funding by donor during 2011
1) sida  100%
 
sida/efd funding as share of total center budget 
(incl. univ. salaries)   100%

msc. geophrey sikei, junior research 
fellow and program assistant of efd kenya

moses ikiara, executive director, kippra
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ovEr ThE PaST four yEarS, EPru has 

strived to produce policy-relevant research in 

areas that are of great importance for south 

africa: community-based wildlife conservation 

and poverty mitigation, climate change, marine 

protected areas and coastal management, 

sustainable and responsible investment. the 

organization of the workshop on park pricing, 

the participation to durban summit on climate 

change, the close collaboration with the water 

research commission and the city of cape 

in its strategy towards green growth are a few 

illustrations of our commitment.

in 2011, epru has introduced a new gover-

nance structure by sharing the coordination 

responsibilities between a director in charge 

of the relations with the major donor and uct 

administration, and a research convener in 

charge of research and policy dissemination. 

epru has also introduced the organization of 

quarterly meeting taking place off campus to 

discuss current issues, and research ideas and 

results including policy interaction issues. this 

new organization has been an important way 

to strengthen the group and improve research.

under the leadership of the research con-

vener, epru has also strived to develop and 

improve its policy interaction strategy. it is also 

working hard towards diversifying its sources 

of funding. the grant recently awarded by the 

fiscal and financial commission to undertake 

research on the impacts of climate change and 

costs associated with mitigation and adapta-

tion on agriculture and for rural municipalities, 

is a testimony that this hard work is now bear-

ing fruits.

epru is strengthening year after year its 

research by turning important policy-relevant 

research into high quality academic papers. 

in the course of the year, epru fellows have 

published 11 articles in leading international 

and local peer reviewed journals, 4 discussion 

papers and 1 book chapter. two of our leading 

senior research fellows together with their 

phd students have been particularly produc-

tive this year and deserve to be commended 

and emulated. it is also a pleasure for me to 

congratulate five of our junior research fel-

lows who managed to secure a prestigious 

two-year scholarship funded by the carnegie 

foundation. in january 2012 we welcomed an-

thony Black as a new senior research fellow.

finally, on behalf of all epru members, i would 

like to thank sida for its continued support. 

my thanks extend to the coordination team of 

the efd initiative for helping us build what we 

hope will soon become a centre of excellence 

in the area of natural resource management in 

southern africa. 

mare sarr

director

south aFrica 
mEssagE From our cEntEr 
DirEctor

mare sarr, director

Local Researchers and Staff

•	 Mare	Sarr,	Director

•	 Jane	Turpie,	Research	Convener

•	 Martine	Visser,	Senior	research	fellow

•	 Edwin	Muchapondwa,	Senior	research	fellow

•	 Anthony	Leiman,	Senior	research	fellow

•	 Anthony	Black,	Senior	research	fellow	

•	 Kerri	Brick,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Reviva	Hasson,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Johane	Dikgang,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Sunday	Adewara,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Byela	Tibesigwa,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Grant	Smith,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Sue	Snynam,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Coretha	Komba,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Esther	Kimani,	Junior	research	fellow

•	 Letitia	Sullivan,	Administration	officer

Domestic associates

•	 Stephanie	Giamporcaro	

•	 Precious	Zikhali

•	 Harald	Winkler

•	 Andrew	Marquard

International associates

•	 Thomas	Sterner

•	 Åsa	Löfgren

•	 Gunnar	Köhlin

•	 Wisdom	Akpalu

•	 Mintewab	Bezabih

•	 Andrea	Mannberg

six EFD cEntErs
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epru has successfully worked with a number of local and national stakeholders on medium-size 
projects, such as the south african national parks in the wildlife sector, the department of water 
affairs and forestry in the water sector, the department of environmental affairs and tourism 
on marine and coastal management, and the city of cape town on air quality management and 
energy savings. in the next few years, epru plans to bid for larger research projects that will 
enhance collaboration among epru research fellows, with other researchers and, importantly, 
with key stakeholders.

contact us
you are most welcome to contact efd south africa/environmental-economics policy  
research unit (epru):

mare sarr
director, environmental-economics policy research unit (epru)
office: +27 (0)21 650 2982, fax: +27 (0)21 650 2854, e-mail: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za 

jane turpie
research convener, environmental-economics policy research unit (epru)
office:  +27 21 701 3420, e-mail: jane@anchorenvironmental.co.za

university of cape town, school of economics
private Bag 7701, rondebosch, south africa
www.efdinitiative.org/centers/south-africa

networks donors and funding
in 2011, epru received funding from the swedish international 
development cooperation agency (sida), the african climate 
& development initiative and the university of cape town vice 
chancellor (vc) strategic funds, the school of economics 
(university of cape town) and ceepa.
 
number of donors 6

list of donors funding by donor during 2011
1) ceepa  1.80%
2) african climate & development initiative 2.85%
3) vc strategic funds – uct  5.55%
4) carnegie scholarship (uct school of economics) 10.50%
5) efd    35.88%
6) uct school of economics (university salaries) 43.42%
 
sida/efd funding as share of total center budget 
(incl. univ. salaries)  35,88%

efd souh africa/epru’s members in february 2012.  standing left to right: edwin muchapondwa, martine visser, mare sarr, johane 
dikgang, esther kimani, Byela tibesigwa, coretha komba, anthony Black, helanya fourie, tony leiman; seated left to right: jane 

turpie, kerri Brick, stephanie giamporcaro and adewara sunday. (absent: reviva hasson and letitia sullivan) 
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in ThE fivE yEarS SincE the environment 

for development tanzania was founded, its 

involvement in research, training, and policy 

interaction has been both exciting and chal-

lenging. since its inception efd tanzania and 

the department of economics at the university 

of dar es salaam (udsm), joined hands and 

have been conducting research and running 

training to mid-level government official at both 

central and local governments. the center 

has been a home for environmental econom-

ics studies and has created a diverse array of 

plan and opportunities to address the complex 

environmental issues facing tanzania’s rapidly 

changing society with the goal of reducing pov-

erty in improving human lives and environmen-

tal conditions. significant progress has been 

made in the areas of training and policy interac-

tion. over the years efd tanzania fellows have 

been involved in different government policy 

processes and have been working closely with 

nemc, ministry of natural resources and tour-

ism and the office of vice-president-division 

of environment. further our collaborative ties 

have been substantially increased over the 

years both within tanzania and abroad. 

the mission of the center, as part of institu-

tionalizing research based on environmental 

economics and poverty alleviation, the findings 

and insights from research will be disseminated 

through presentations at various seminars and 

workshops, and publications through national 

and international outlets. in addition, sum-

maries of research findings are planned to be 

published as short reports and distributed to 

different governmental and non-governmental 

organizations. finally, efd tanzania will actively 

partner with local communities in a set of selec-

tive community capacity building initiatives.

i would like to take this opportunity to extend 

my heartfelt gratitude and appreciation to our 

partners for the contribution extended to us 

throughout this period. first and foremost, 

is the swedish international development 

agency (sida) through the unit of environmen-

tal economics at gothenburg university, the 

university of dar es salaam, and the depart-

ment of economics for continued to host the 

efd tanzania. furthermore, we thank undp/

unep, ministry of finance, division of environ-

ment at the office of the vice president, and 

the national environmental management 

council (nemc) for continued collaboration in 

the areas of environmental related researches 

and poverty analysis. on the training aspect, 

the year 2011 the center have marked some 

achievements including all three students of 

ma and one phd who received financial sup-

port from the  center during the thesis  writing 

have graduated this year. it is expected in the 

comings years the center will continue to build 

capacity and support the graduate students 

writing on environmental and natural resources 

and poverty analysis 

this year the center has extended more in 

terms of policy advice and now there is efd 

tanzania member in the ministry of water 

who is involved in the water sector develop-

ment program (wsdp) the largest programs 

in tanzania which implement the mkukuta ii. 

likewise other members have been involved 

with the international food policy research 

institute (ifpri) on a study of fertilizer supply 

and use in tanzania. 

nevertheless the efd tanzania members have 

managed to attend and contribute to the inter-

national training/workshops among others, the 

regional experts training course on ecosys-

tem workshop held in maputo, mozambique 

for three days from 30th november to 2nd de-

cember 2011 that drew participants from the 

eastern and south african countries that are 

signatories of the united nations environment 

programme (unep) nairobi convention. 

furthermore, the efd tanzania secretariat joint-

ly with the efd secretariat from 26th to 30th 

october 2011 had organized the 5th annual 

meeting in arusha tanzania. the meeting apart 

from researchers from all the centers attracted 

policy makers from government sectors, agen-

cies and nongovernmental organization as well 

as the stakeholders dealing with environmental 

and poverty issues. 

efd tanzania had hosted number of research-

ers and graduate students from different 

universities. these are, mark purdon of the 

department of political science university 

of toronto (canada). Britta deutsch of the 

international postgraduate program univer-

sity of Bonn (germany); prof. till stellnachell 

university of hanover, german/Zef, Bonn and 

prof. randy Bluffstone from the department 

of economics- portland state university. we 

hope that in the coming years we will continue 

to attract more visiting researchers to work 

with the efd tanzania fellows share experi-

ences as part of capacity building.

nevertheless in the days to come, we look 

forward to giving added impetus to building 

research and policy analysis capacity, while 

continuing doing research and training on 

environment and natural resources econom-

ics that helps build a strong foundation for 

informed policies in the country.

razack B. lokina 

director 

tanZania 
mEssagE From our cEntEr DirEctor

six EFD cEntErs

razack B. lokina, director 
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Local Researchers and Staff

•	 Razack	Bakari	Lokina	(PhD),	Senior	Lecturer,	

director and senior research fellow

•	 John	K.	Mduma	(PhD),	Senior	Lecturer	

and senior research fellow

•	 Adolf	Faustine	Mkenda	(PhD),	Senior	

lecturer and senior research fellow

•	 Aloyce	Hepelwa	(	PhD),	Lecturer	

and senior research fellow 

•	 Wilhelm	Ngasamiaku,	Assistant	Lecturer	

and research fellow (phd student).

•	 Onesmo	Selejio	,	Assistant	Lecturer	

and research fellow (phd student).

•	 Salvatory	Macha	,	Project	Administrator

•	 Stephen	Kirama,	Assistant	Lecturer	

and research fellow (phd student)

•	 Amosi	Mutanaga,	Accountant	

Domestic research associates

•	 Professor	Asmerom	Kidane,	

university of dar es salaam

•	 Godius	Kahyarara	(PhD)	Senior	

lecturer department of economics 

university of da es salaam 

International research associates

•	 Professor	Heidi	J.	Albers,	

oregon state university

•	 Associate	Professor	Elizabeth	J.Z.	

robinson, university of gothenburg

•	 Associate	Professor,	Gunnar	Kohlin,	

department of economics, university of 

gothenburgthomas professor thomas 

sterner, senior research fellow

•	 Mark	Purdon		PhD	in	political	science	

at the university of toronto 

•	 Professor,	Jesper	Stage,	Department	of	

economics, university of gothenburg 

•	 Håkan	Eggert		(Associate	Professor)	

department of economics, 

university of gothenburg

efd tanzania center has been working with the international agencies, government 
departments, and nongovernmental organizations in policy issues more closely with;
•	 The	Vice	President	office	Environment	Division.	This	is	the	unit	that	

is responsible for coordinating environmental management for the 
improvement of the welfare of tanzanians. http://www.vpo.go.tz/

•	 The	International	Food	Policy	Research	Institute	(IFPRI)	is	an	international	
agricultural research it also seeks sustainable solutions for ending hunger 
and poverty and economic of land degradation http://www.ifpri.org/ 

•	 Minister	for	Finance	http://www.tanzania.go.tz/ministriesf.html	Ministry	of	
natural resources and tourism http://www.tanzania.go.tz/natural.htm

•	 The	National	Environment	Management	Council	(NEMC)	http://www.nemc.or.tz/
•	 Ministry	of	Water	http://www.maji.go.tz/
•	 The	Tanzania	Forest	Conservation	Group	(TFCG)	http://www.tfcg.org/
•	 Institute	of	Resource	Assessments	has	formed	a	REDD	task	force	that	

collaborating with the center in some issues. http://www.ira.udsm.ac.tz/

contact us
you are most welcome to contact efd tanzania: 

efd tanzania
economics department university of dar es salaam
cass tower Block 3rd floor, p.o. Box 35045
phone: +255 22 2410162, fax: 255 22 2410162
email: efdt@udsm.ac.tz, www.efdinitiative.org/centers/tanzania

networks donors and funding
we sincerely thank the swedish international development 
cooperation agency (sida) trough the efd initiative based at the 
unit of environmental economics at gothenburg university for their 
continuing core support, the university of dar es salaam and the 
department of economics in particular especially in the area of office 
space and facilities. we further extend this appreciation to unep/
vice president office, undp/ministry of finance and economic 
affairs for the support of ihefu study.

efd tanzania welcome donors and partners interested in supporting 
our center activities especially on the issues related to environment 
economics and poverty as well as supporting training and policy 
workshops.
 
number of donors 4

list of donors funding by donor during 2011
1) university of dar es salaam  4%
2) unep/vice president office  14%
3) undp/ministry of finance  19%
4) sida/efd 63%
 
sida/efd funding as share of total center budget  
(incl. univ. salaries) 63%

salvatory macha, razack lokina, gunnar köhlin, adolf mkenda, john k. mduma, stephen kirama
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EfD Coordination Committee

a coordination committee is in place to oversee 

the overall planning and organization of the 

efd initiative. it consists of the directors/coor-

dinators from all six centers, the efd director 

and the chair of the efd research review 

committee. also the research officer, the 

communication officer and the program officer 

are attending the meeting, but have no vote. 

the coordination committee convenes twice 

a year, during the efd annual meeting and the 

european or world environmental economics 

congress. during 2011 this meant a meeting in 

rome in late june and twice during the annual 

meeting in arusha in october 2011. during 

these meetings issues regarding sustainability 

and collaborative research were particularly 

discussed. 

EfD Secretariat

the efd secretariat is the administrative hub 

of the efd centers. the secretariat serves the 

efd centers with research, communication, 

core administrative and financial administrative 

support and as a networking support to help 

share experiences between the efd centers 

and other relevant actors. the secretariat is 

hosted by the environmental economics unit, 

university of gothenburg, and comprise of:

•	 Gunnar	Köhlin,	EfD	Director

•	 Yonas	Alem,	EfD	research	Officer,	2012

•	 Edwin	Muchapondwa,	EfD	

research officer 2011

•	 Karin	Backteman,	Communications	Officer

•	 Karin	Jonsson,	Program	Officer	

•	 Selma	Oliveira,	Program	Officer	2011

•	 Mona	Jönefors	and	Selma	Oliveira,	

financial administrators 2012

•	 Gerd	Georgsson,	Financial	

administrator 2011

•	 Anders	Ekbom,	Head	of	GMV’s	Environmental	

economics and policy group

•	 Thomas	Sterner,	Head	of	the	Environmental	

economics unit, university of gothenburg  

and chair of efd research committee

EfD Secretariat contact info

info@efdinitiative.org

environmental economics unit

department of economics

school of Business, economics and law

university of gothenburg 

sweden

po Box 640, se 405 30 gothenburg, sweden

visiting address: vasagatan 1, Building e

phone: + 46 31 786 10 00

www.efdinitiative.org
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CENTRAL AMERICA 

research program in economics and environment for development 

in	Central	America.	Centro	Agronómico	Tropical	de	Investigacíon	y	

ensenanza (catie)

dr. francisco alpízar, center director 

email: falpizar@catie.ac.cr

phone: +506 558 2215 /2624

CHINA 

environmental economics program

peking university 

professor jintao Xu, center director

email: xujt@pku.edu.cn

phone: +86 10 62767629

ETHIOPIA 

environmental economics policy forum for ethiopia

ethiopian development research institute (edri/aau)

dr. alemu mekonnen, center director

email: alemu_m2004@yahoo.com

phone: +251 11 5523564

KENYA 

environment for development kenya

kenya institute for public policy research and analysis (kippra), 

nairobi university 

dr. wilfred nyangena, coordinator

email: nyangena_wilfred@uonbi.ac.ke 

phone: +254 20 316282

SOUTH AFRICA 

environmental economics policy research unit

university of cape town

dr. mare sarr, center director

email: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za

phone: +27 21 650 2982

TANzANIA 

environment for development tanzania

university of dar es salaam 

dr. razack lokina, center director

email: razack_lokina@yahoo.co.uk

phone: +255 22 2410252

Ethiopian Development 
Research Institute

EFD cEntErs anD partnErs
there are six efd centers, hosted by universities or academic institutions in each respective country. 
For more information on each center, please contact the Center Director/Coordinator:

EEU, Environmental Economics Unit

eeu at university of gothenburg, sweden, has initiated the 

efd initiative and acts as coordinator and secretariat. for more 

information please contact:

Associate Professor Gunnar Köhlin 

director of efd program, university of gothenburg 

email: gunnar.kohlin@economics.gu.se 

phone: +46 31 786 4426 

Professor Thomas Sterner 

environmental economics unit (eeu), university of gothenburg 

email: thomas.sterner@economics.gu.se

phone: +46 31 786 1377

Karin Backteman, Communications officer

environmental economics unit (eeu), university of gothenburg 

email: karin.backteman@economics.gu.se

phone: +46 31 786 25 95

RFF, Resources for the Future

rff in washington dc, us, is an important partner of the 

efd initiative. rff´s research fellows will work closely with 

their counterparts and rff´s communications staff will help 

to disseminate the new centers’ research products. for more 

information please contact:

Senior Fellow Allen Blackman 

resources for the future

email: blackman@rff.org

phone: +202 328 5073

Sida

swedish international development cooperation agency,  

provides the funding for the efd initiative.

The KENYA INSTITUTE for PUBLIC
POLICY RESEARCH and ANALYSIS

EFD PARTNERS
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publications 2011
peer reviewed
CENTRAL AMERICA

Blackman, a. and j. rivera, 2011, “producer-

level Benefits of sustainability certification.” 

conservation Biology, volume 25, no. 6, 

1176–1185 conservation Biology. 

alpizar, f. and p. martinsson, 2012, “paying the 

price of sweetening your donation- evidence 

from a natural field experiment”, economics 

letters 114, 182–185. 

alpizar, f., f. carlsson and m.a. naranjo, 2011, 

“the effect of ambiguous risk and coor-

dination on farmer´s adaptation to climate 

change-a framed field experiment”, ecologi-

cal economics, vol 70:12, pp.2317-2326. 

Chacón	Cascante,	A.	and	A.	M.	Featherstone,	

2011, “on the relationship between openness 

to trade and efficiency levels in low income 

countries: evidence from the latin american 

and the caribbean countries”, international 

research journal of finance and economics, 

issn 1450-2887 issue 74. 

madrigal, r; f. alpízar, a. schluter, 2011, 

“determinants of performance in rural water 

community organizations in costa rica”, world 

development, 39 (9).

christel cederberg, u. martin persson, kristian 

neovius, sverker molander, and roland clift, 

2011, “including carbon emissions from 

deforestation in the carbon footprint of Beef”, 

environmental science & technology, 45 (5), pp 

1773–1779.

CHINA

li, wanxin, 2011. “engaging with the climate 

change regime: china’s challenges and ac-

tivities”, the china monitor, issue 66, october 

2011, pp 4-9.

Qin, p, f. carlsson, and j. Xu. 2011. “forestland 

reform in china: what do the farmers want? a 

choice experiment on farmers’ property rights 

preferences.” land economics. 87 (3): 473-487.

li, jie, and Xu, jintao, 2011. climate change 

in china: policy evolution, actions taken and 

options ahead. journal of natural resources 

policy research, 1939-0467, volume 3, issue 

1, 2011, pages 23 – 35

Blumsack, s. and jianhua Xu (2011). spatial 

variation of emissions impacts due to renew-

able energy siting decisions in the western u.s. 

under high-renewable penetration scenarios, 

energy policy, 39(11),6962-6971. 

  

Xu, jianhua, h. k. florig and m. dekay (2011). 

evaluating an analytic-deliberative risk-ranking 

process in a chinese context, journal of risk 

research, 14(7),899-918. 

Xu, jianhua, p. fischbeck, m. small, j. vanBri-

esen, and e. casman (2010). closure to “iden-

tifying sets of key nodes for placing sensors in 

dynamic water distribution networks”. journal 

of water resources planning and manage-
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pi: haoran he (haoran.he@economics.gu.se ), 

yefeng chen, Qian weng, yean Zhou

ThEME: cliMaTE chanGE, Policy DESiGn

China’s Climate Change Policies: 

Competitiveness and Distributional 

Effects – An Ex-post and Ex-Ante 

Analysis

pi: jing cao (caojing@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn ) 

and mun s. ho

ThEME: Policy DESiGn

A behavior model of transport mode in 

Beijing

pi: peter Berck (peter.berck@gmail.com) and 

jintao Xu (xujt@pku.edu.cn)

ThEME: Policy DESiGn

Automobile demand analysis in Beijing 

pi: ping Qin (pingqin2009@gmail.com)

EFD ETHIOPIA

ThEME: aGriculTurE anD SuSTainabiliTy

Profitability and Economy-wide Impact 

of Biofuel Investments in Ethiopia

pi: tadele ferede/Zenebe gebreegziabher

ThEME: ManaGinG ThE coMMonS

Local Common Property Systems in 

Ethiopia: An Empirical Analysis of the 

Link between User Characteristics, 



our vision is green economy; sustainaBle economic growth founded on efficient 
management of ecosystems, natural resources and climate change impacts.
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Resource Characteristics and 

Institutional Regime 

pi: Zenebe gebreegziabher

ThEME: aGriculTurE anD SuSTainabiliTy

Natural Resources Degradation and 

Household Welfare in Rural Ethiopia

pi: abebe damte

ThEME: aGriculTurE anD forESTry

Determinants of Farm Households’ 

Agro-Forestry Technology Adoption in 

Ethiopia

pi: abebe damte

ThEME: rESPonSES To cliMaTE riSk

On Adaptation to Climate Change and 

Food Security in Ethiopia

pi: salvatore di falco/alemu mekonnen

 

ThEME: rEDD

Common Property Forest Management: 

Implications for REDD in Ethiopia

pi: randall Bluffstone/abebe damte

 

ThEME: SuSTainablE aGriculTurE  

anD PovErTy rEDucTion

Impact of Biofuel Investment on Growth, 

the External Sector and Poverty 

Reduction in Ethiopia: CGE Analysis

pi: tadele ferede/Zenebe gebreegziabher

 

ThEME: ManaGEMEnT of ThE coMMonS

Review of local common pool resource 

management institutions in Ethiopia

pi: Zenebe gebreegziabher

EFD KENYA

ThEME: aGriculTurE

Effects of Adoption of Multiple 

Agricultural Practices on Agricultural 

Productivity: Evidence from rural Kenya 

and Tanzania

pi: wilfred nyangena

ThEME: cliMaTE chanGE

Climate Change, Food Security and 

Hunger in the Horn of Africa

pi: jane mariara

ThEME: ParkS anD wilDlifE

Deforestation and wildlife extinction: A 

bio-economic model of multi-species 

wildlife hunting

pi: kofi vondolia

ThEME: Policy DESiGn

Local Capital Mobilization for 

Sustainable Affordable Housing Finance 

and Development in Nairobi, Kenya

pi: chevelle dixon

ThEME: forESTry

Data Collection for Land Use Analysis

pi: randy Bluffstone and wilfred nyangena

ThEME: cliMaTE chanGE

Household energy conservation and 

environmental quality in Kenya: Evidence 

from Kenya’s Electricity Sector

pi: peter kimuyu

ThEME: cliMaTE chanGE

Adoption of solar energy to reduce need 

for other less environmentally friendly 

forms of energy in Kenya and mitigate 

climate change

pi: peter kimuyu

EFD SOUTH AFRICA

ThEME: ParkS & wilDlifE

Assessment of dry-lands ecosystem 

services on Khomani San communal 

land and the possible implications

pi:  edwin muchapondwa  

ThEME: fiShEriES

Spatial economics of marine and 

coastal management: the South African 

recreational line fishery

pi:  jane turpie  

ThEME: cliMaTE chanGE

Poverty, resource scarcity, and climate 

variability: constraints to adaptation

pi:  martine visser  

ThEME: aGriculTurE; Policy DESiGn

Risk and Time Preferences among 

Western Cape Fruit Farmers

pi:  mare sarr  

ThEME: rESPonSES To cliMaTE riSk

Ambiguity Aversion in the Uptake of 

New Farming Practices: Experimental 

Evidence from South Africa

pi: martine visser

ThEME: ParkS & wilDlifE.

Estimating Optimal Conservation Fees 

in the Presence of Land Restitution 

in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park 

between Botswana and South Africa

pi: edwin muchapondwa

ThEME: ParkS anD wilDlifE

Value of protection and management of 

the South African coast

pi: jane turpie

ThEME: ParkS & wilDlifE.

Evaluation of Dry-lands Ecosystem 

Services in the area surrounding the 

Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park in South 

Africa

pi: edwin muchapondwa

EFD TANzAINA

ThEME: aGriculTurE 

The Impact of Fertilizer on Cereal Crops 

Production and Land Conservation in 

Tanzania

pi: john kedi mduma 

ThEME: aGriculTurE,  

forESTry anD cliMaTE chanGES 

Effects of Deforestation on household 

Time Allocation among the Rural 

Agricultural Activities: Evidence from 

Central and Southern Tanzania

pi: prof. robert mabelle, razack lokina

ThEME: forESTry,  

cliMaTE chanGE, Policy DESiGn

Group decisions over the allocation of 

REDD payments: A natural experiment 

from Tanzania

pi: elizabeth robinson, razack lokina 

ThEME: coMMon ProPErTy rESourcE 

ManaGEMEnT anD EnforcEMEnT

Investments, labor market participation 

and participatory forest management in 

Tanzania 

pi: dr. razack lokina

ThEME: rEDD anD coMMon ProPErTy rESourcE 

ManaGEMEnT anD EnforcEMEnT

Improving the potential for successful 

implementation of REDD in Tanzania

pi: prof. elizabeth robinson 

ThEME: MarinE rESourcE anD forESTry  

Assessing Tanzania´s Marine protected 

areas: Incentives, opportunities and 

constraints

pi: prof. jo albers



By providing policy instruments to manage scarce natural resources, 
environmental economists make a difference.
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